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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In designing the Economic Prosperity Initiative (EPI), USAID recognized that to enhance 
competitiveness at all levels in the Georgian economy, the country must improve the degree 
to which universities and industry collaborate.  USAID recognized internships as a simple, 
easy form of collaboration and included in the EPI contract the requirement for periodic 
reporting on the number of internships utilized by the project.  EPI took the larger view that it 
would be beneficial to support a more comprehensive understanding of and implementation 
approach to the creation and expansion of successful internship programs in Georgia 
beyond those few interns that EPI might utilize.   

On 25th May 2011, an article appeared in The Financial entitled “Internships Wanted” that 
detailed the difficulties that Georgian universities were having in placing their students in 
meaningful internships.  In response to that article, and as part of the on-going development 
of its more comprehensive Business4Business business development services program in 
Georgia, EPI launched a series of brainstorming sessions to more fully understand the 
expectations, challenges, and potential solutions related to internships.  The brainstorming 
targeted three internship stakeholder groups and several sub-groups as follows: 

 Management representatives from Georgian universities 
 Students from Georgian universities 
 Internship Providers  

 Donors/Projects/NGOs 
 Private Firms 
 Government Agencies 

The methodology EPI employed is one that has been adapted to a wide range of business 
brainstorming worldwide.  It was employed in this instance for three reasons: 

 To use the methodology to better understand internship issues in Georgia; 
 To explore its workability in Georgia; and 
 To train EPI staff on the structured facilitation approached facilitation methods. 

The brainstorming sessions provided participant views on the expectations and challenges 
related to internships, and revealed much about current status, concepts, and perceptions of 
current internship practices in Georgia.  

 Expectations of Internships Expressed by Universities and Students: 
o Obtain permanent employment opportunity; 
o Earn university credits and income through participation in internship programs; 
o Obtain insight into the profession and become able to better plan career; 
o Obtain essential work experience and practical knowledge; 
o Acquire technical and practical skills; 
o Be instructed and coached by the experienced supervisor; 
o Create a professional network; 
o Strengthen linkages and have a database of internship providers; and 
o Strengthen image of the university.  

 Expectations of Internships Expressed by Internship Providers: 
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o Obtaining free or low cost labor; 
o Identifying of new talent at a low cost; 
o Acquiring the most up to date theoretical knowledge and fresh ideas through 

Interns; 
o Obtaining motivated and ambitious potential employees; 
o Increasing professional staff with minimal expense; 
o The Interns respecting the confidentiality of the Provider in all relevant matters in 

which the Intern may be involved during or after the Internship; 
o The Interns respecting and complying with the Providers‟ terms and conditions of 

“employment” with respect to the internship; 
o The Interns respecting the Providers‟ property; and 
o A clear understanding on the part of the Interns of what the Provider expects of 

them in their roles as Interns. 
 Challenges Related to Internships Expressed by Universities and Students: 

o Low demand for interns from Providers; 
o Weak linkages between universities and Providers;  
o Lack of or poorly performing Career Centers at the universities due to scarce 

resources; 
o Outdated curricula failing to meet the industry/employers‟ demand; 
o Limited access to information on internship opportunities (absence of relevant 

web portals, web forums, or any other system of information dissemination);  
o Absence of transparent students‟ selection system or criteria for internship 

programs; 
o Improper treatment of interns by the Providers:  

- Vague description of job requirements;  
- No coaching or instruction on tasks and responsibilities; and 
- Absence of evaluation system for interns‟ performance. 

o Lack of comprehensive internship agreements between Universities, Interns, and 
Providers. 

 Challenges Related to Internships Expressed by Providers 
o Limited resources to pay Interns; 
o Poor systems for coaching Interns; 
o Low motivation of Interns; 
o Low work ethic and lack of Intern understanding of good work habits; 
o Overly high opinion of both Universities and Interns of what they have to offer; 
o Poor job skills and knowledge of organizational culture/ethics by Interns; 
o Lack of job relevant knowledge by Interns; 
o Intern-related staff problems (jealousy, extra work); 
o Lack of commitment to corporate culture; 
o Security lapses; 
o Poor understanding on the part of the Interns of what the Provider expects of 

them in their roles as Interns; and 
o Lack of comprehensive internship agreements between Universities, Interns, and 

Providers. 
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The brainstorming session participants recommended the following solutions for developing 
more effective internship programs to meet the needs of stakeholder groups: 

1. Create standardized internship agreements or MOU's between the universities, 
students and providers that specify the interests and obligations of all three parties; 

2. Develop web-portals, web-forums or newsletters updating on internship opportunities 
and intern candidates; 

3. Provide training to: 
a. Ensure full understanding of the above-mentioned agreements and the 

expectations of all parties; and 
b. Objectivity and transparency in the intern selection processes. 

4. Create and build capacity of university career centers to: 
a. Establish strong, formal linkages with potential internship providers;  
b. Ensure dissemination of information on internship opportunities among students; 
c. Provide training for students on career orientation, successful work ethics and 

habits, and other aspects of suitability for the work environment; and on CV/cover 
letter writing; and 

d. Ensure objective evaluation of intern and provider  performance. 

5. Employers design an internship management system to: 
a. Ensure proper planning of internship programs; 
b. Ensure clear definition of internship goal, duration, tasks; 
c. Ensure effective coaching of interns; and 
d. Ensure objective evaluation of intern and university performance. 

6. Upgrade university curricula based on employers needs and with employer 
participation. 

It is further recommended that EPI, as part of its overall strategy to improve industry-
university linkages, work with all three stakeholder groups in the following manner: 

1. With respect to recommendations 1., 2., and 3. above, assist in the design of 
effective internship agreements, user-friendly web applications to inform and link 
stakeholders, and training to improve the probability of internship success. 

2. With respect to recommendations 4., 5., and 6. above, based on further discussions 
with industry and academia, design and conduct further research as to how to best 
institutionalize these deeper forms of collaboration. 
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A. BACKGROUND 

In designing EPI, USAID recognized that to enhance competitiveness at all levels in the 
Georgian economy, the country must improve the degree to which universities and industry 
collaborate.  Improving such collaboration, in variety, frequency, and quality, normally 
requires a long-term, multi-pronged approach that first achieves commitment at multiple 
levels in both universities and industry and then implements specific programs.  The degree 
to which it occurs in various countries is often a factor of economic history, but in all cases, it 
is challenging to create and institutionalize in a manner that accommodated the constant 
change that economies must undergo to achieve long-term competitiveness.  Such 
collaboration is foundational to sustained competitiveness. 

Consequently, the EPI contract refers to university-industry collaboration in several places to 
facilitate innovation, relevant training, extension services, and other benefits to industry and 
academia alike.  USAID recognized that one of the most practical areas of collaboration, 
which can be implemented in the short to intermediate term, is internship programs.  These 
are practical collaborations that over time lead to the increased trust and understanding 
between industry and academia that is fundamental to sustained competitiveness.  
Consequently, USAID included in the contract the requirement for periodic reporting on the 
number of internships utilized by the project. 

EPI took the larger view that it would be beneficial to support a more comprehensive 
understanding of and implementation approach to the creation and expansioin of successful 
internship programs in Georgia beyond those few interns that EPI might utilize.  After all, the 
ingredients to successful internship programs have been known for decades and are 
relatively simple.  The fundaments to success in internship programs do not vary greatly. 

Georgia academia and industry do employ internships, but the practice can hardly be 
considered widespread. The number of successful programs is limited to a few universities 
and employers.  The opportunity appears to exist for USAID to have a catalytic effect on 
improving the quantity and quality of such programs. 

On 25th May 2011, an article appeared in The Financial entitled “Internships Wanted” that 
detailed the difficulties that Georgian universities were having in placing their students in 
meaningful internships.  In response to that article, and as part of the on-going development 
of its more comprehensive Business4Business business development services program in 
Georgia, EPI launched a series of brainstorming sessions to more fully understand the 
expectations, challenges, and potential solutions related to internships.  The participants 
expressed the views held by three main stakeholder groups – students, universities, and 
internship providers from both the public and private sectors. 

It should be noted that EPI has to date employed three interns in its work and two 
contributed to implementation of the brainstorming sessions that forms the basis of this 
report and to the creation of this report.  The third intern was hired as a fulltime employee by 
another USAID-funded economic growth project, NEO. 
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B. METHODOLOGY 

TARGET STAKEHOLDER GROUPS 
In order to understand the situation in Georgia with respect to internships, EPI decided to 
target three broad internship stakeholder groups and several sub-groups as follows: 

 University representatives (17) Universities(9) - on 06/08/11; results in Annex E 
 Students (22) Universities (7) - on 06/15/11; results in Annex F 
 Internship Providers (28)  

 Donors/Projects/NGOs (9) - on 07/01/11; results in Annex G 
 Private Firms (4) - on 06/23/11; results in Annex H 
 Government Agencies (15) - on 07/05/11; results in Annex I 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
Prior to implementation of the group methodology, participants were provided with a 
questionnaire to complete.  The results, the questionnaire, and the responses to the 
questionnaire are provided in a subsequent section of this annex. 

GROUP METHODOLOGY  
One group – Three Viewpoints. The methodology employed was originally developed and 
very successfully applied to reduce the incidence of accidents in munitions factories in WWII 
Britain, and was later adapted to a wide range of business brainstorming worldwide.  It was 
employed in this instance for three reasons: 

1. To use the methodology to better understand the internship issue in Georgia; 
2. To explore its workability in Georgia; and 
3. To train EPI staff on the structured facilitation approached facilitation methods. 

The methodology employs a structure approach to get the most out of larger groups of 
participants and offers a number of advantages: 

1. It reduces the widely experienced phenomenon whereby discussions are dominated 
by a few strong personalities, and gives all participants a chance to air their ideas; 

2. It also reduces the impact of outside influence in the process and the report writing 
as the participants themselves record both their ideas and the feedback on those 
ideas received from others in written in their native language for direct transcription in 
to the report; 

3. It guarantees thorough discussion at both the small group level and subsequent at 
the level of the whole group as the ideas of one small group are a commented upon 
by members of other small groups; 

4. It gives a much larger proportion of the overall group a sense of participation and of 
being heard, and thereby lays the foundation for subsequent buy-in on the 
recommendations as they emanated from the group not from an outside consultant 
or from the facilitators; and  

5. For almost any size of groups and any given timeframe, this methodology has proven 
to be one of the most efficient in thoroughly discussing any issue. 

The methodology has several disadvantages, but these are either not significant or can be 
managed with a professional group of facilitators: 
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1. The subgroups will inevitably generate ideas that are redundant to those of other 
groups.  This is easily dealt with by statements such as “that has been covered 
already by the green group” or “my colleague, Giorgi mentioned that in his earlier 
presentation”, and it often leads to lighthearted, positive competition between the 
subgroups as to who actually came up with the idea first. 

2. The methodology is designed to get the ideas of the subgroups, not the facilitator‟s 
ideas, on the table. It works best with trained facilitators who studiously avoid 
introducing their opinions at any point in the discussions.  Their role is solely to 
facilitate – to keep subgroups on topic, to prompt further questioning and clarification, 
to facilitate the democratic operation of the subgroups and draw timid participants 
into the conversation, and to ensure that all of the ideas are written down by the 
participants themselves, and finally to cordially enforce time limits. 

The methodology was employed as follows: 

1. Prior to the brainstorming event, a small, focused set of themes was developed by 
the facilitators around the main topic based on interviews of people knowledgeable 
on the main topic – usually a small set of future discussion participants.  In this case, 
the main topic was building successful internships, the three sub-themes were the 
expectations, challenges, and solutions related to internships in Georgia. 

2. Knowledgeable parties from primary counterpart groups who are most likely to 
support change on the main topic were invited to participate in a series of 
brainstorming sessions.  In the case of internships, these counterparts were 
students, universities, and internship providers. 

3. A series of brainstorming sessions involving specific groups was convened on 
different days with these sessions being made up of only one counterpart group (e.g. 
university representatives or students or various types of internship providers). 

4. These groups were subdivided randomly into roughly equal-sized subgroups.  These 
subgroups were color-coded to facilitate teamwork and reporting – the green group, 
the yellow group, and the orange group;   

5. Each subgroup was assigned a EPI facilitator and asked to select a timekeeper and 
a reporter;   

6. Each subgroup was then asked to openly and democratically discuss each 
internship-related theme -  expectations, challenges, and potential solutions; 

7. Each subgroup member recorded their ideas on half-sheets of paper colored to 
correspond to their group color; 

8. For each theme, each subgroup played a different role (e.g. university, student by 
proxy, or internship provider by proxy) 

9. Fifteen minutes were allocated to this approach to idea generation for each theme; 
10. Multiple half-sheets of ideas were assembled onto larger sheets so that the entire 

body of knowledge generated for each subgroup for that topic is now in one place;  
11. The subgroup reporter then reported to the larger group on the thoughts of their 

subgroup on the particular theme under discussion, again playing one of the three 
roles (e.g. university, student-proxy, or internship provider-proxy); 

12. After the subgroup reporter finished reporting, the other two sub-groups were asked 
to comment on the report.  These ideas were recorded; 

13. The other two subgroup s then followed with their reports on the same theme, but 
from the viewpoint of another of the three roles (e.g. university, student-proxy, or 
internship provider-proxy); 
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14. Comparing these by-proxy viewpoints to the actual viewpoints provides some insight 
into the degree of understanding between stakeholders as to what the expectations, 
challenges, and potential solutions may be. 

The above process was then repeated for the other two themes with each group changing 
roles for the discussion. 

EVALUATION 
Subsequent to implementation of this group methodology, participants were asked to 
complete an evaluation of the session.  The results, the evaluation, and the responses are 
provided in a subsequent section of this annex. 
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C. FINDINGS 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
As mentioned in the methodology section, at each session, brainstorm participants were 
divided into sub-groups and were asked to provide their views on the expectations, 
challenges, and potential solutions from the perspective of universities, students and 
internship providers.  This process also revealed much about current status, concepts, and 
perceptions of current internship practices in Georgia. The significant expectations and 
challenges are listeded below. 

The brainstorming sessions also recommended solutions for developing more effective 
internship programs that equitably meet the needs of universities, students and internship 
providers. The recommended solutions are covered in the subsequent section entitled 
“Recommendations.”  

CONCLUSIONS ON EXPECTATIONS  
 As Expressed by  Universities and Students: 

Universities and students have largely similar expectations of internship programs, 
internship providers and their work environments, and the internship “experience” 
that should be provided to the intern.  These include: 
 Obtain a permanent employment opportunity; 
 Earn university credits and income through participation in internship programs; 
 Obtain insight into the profession and become able to better plan career; 
 Obtain essential work experience and practical knowledge; 
 Acquire technical and practical skills; 
 Be instructed and coached by an experienced supervisor; 
 Create a professional network; 
 Strengthen linkages and have a database of internship providers; and 
 Strengthen the image of the university. 

 As Expressed by Providers: 

Internship providers have a variety of expectations of the internship programs in 
which they participate.  These expectations include: 

 Obtaining free or low cost labor; 
 Identifying of new talent at a low cost; 
 Acquiring the most up to date theoretical knowledge and fresh ideas through 

Interns; 
 Obtaining motivated and ambitious potential employees; 
 Increasing professional staff with minimal expense; 
 The Interns respecting the confidentiality of the Provider in all relevant matters in 

which the Intern may be involved during or after the Internship; 
 The Interns respecting and complying with the Providers‟ terms and conditions of 

“employment” with respect to the internship; 
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 The Interns respecting the Providers‟ property; and 
 A clear understanding on the part of the Interns of what the Provider expects of 

them in their roles as Interns. 

CONCLUSIONS ON CHALLENGES 
Generally, all the brainstorming participants agreed on that the internship experience should 
be professional in nature, and should require Interns to have the capacity to apply higher-
level thinking, skills, and performance standards that result in value to the Provider.  
Similarly, it was generally agreed that the work environment at Provider premises should be 
experiential, supportive and positive, free from harassment, negative connotations and 
discrimination.  It was clear, however, that there was a very wide variation between these 
expectations and what was actually occurring in most internships.  It was also clear that 
there was a strong need to written agreements regarding internships, but that few existed 
and fewer were comprehensive. 

 As Expressed by  Universities and Students: 
 Low demand for interns from Providers; 
 Weak linkages between universities and Providers;  
 Lack of or poorly performing Career Centers at the universities due to scarce 

resources; 
 Outdated curricula failing to meet the industry/employers‟ demand; 
 Limited access to information on internship opportunities (absence of relevant 

web portals, web forums, or any other system of information dissemination);  
 Absence of transparent students‟ selection system or criteria for internship 

programs; 
 Improper treatment of interns by the Providers:  

o vague description of job requirements;  
o no coaching or instruction on tasks and responsibilities;  
o absence of evaluation system for interns‟ performance; and 

 Lack of comprehensive internship agreements between Universities, Interns, and 
Providers. 

 As Expressed by Providers 
 Limited resources to pay Interns; 
 Poor systems for coaching Interns; 
 Low motivation of Interns; 
 Low work ethic and lack of Intern understanding of good work habits; 
 Overly high opinion of both Universities and Interns of what they have to offer; 
 Poor job skills and knowledge of organizational culture/ethics by Interns; 
 Lack of job relevant knowledge by Interns; 
 Intern-related staff problems (jealousy, extra work); 
 Lack of commitment to corporate culture; 
 Security lapses; 
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 Poor understanding on the part of the Interns of what the Provider expects of 
them in their roles as Interns; and 

 Lack of comprehensive internship agreements between Universities, Interns, and 
Providers. 

CONCLUSIONS ON METHODOLOGY 
 Given the evaluation scores, the participants indicated that overall satisfaction with 

the methodology suggesting that it works in Georgia as it does in most countries. 
Evaluation Across All Focus Groups 

Score Range: 
   - 2  to + 2 

Meeting format Meeting subject 
How interesting 
was the meeting 

How useful will 
be the 
information 
gained at the 
meeting for your 
future activities 

Overall 
organization of 
the meeting 

Universities + 1.65 + 1.70 + 1.65 + 1.35 + 1.90 
Students + 1.77 + 1.86 + 1.70 + 1.18 + 1.40 
Projects/NGOs* - - - - - 
Mixed Providers + 1.75 + 2.00 + 1.50 + 0.50 + 1.00 
Government + 1.76 + 2.00 + 1.69 + 1.53 + 1.92 
Average + 1.73 + 1.89 + 1.64 + 1.14 + 1.56 

* Inadvertently, evaluations were not obtained from the Projects/NGOsgroup. 

 

 The evaluation scores and the quantity and quality of the information derived from 
approximately twelve hours of brainstorming across five groups suggests that the EPI 
facilitators (Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Tako Ramadze, Katy Chumburidze) 
performed to a high standard in their first intensive use of the methodology.  
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS 

SOLUTIONS RECOMMENDED BY THE BRAINSTORMING 
PARTICIPANTS: 
The brainstorming session participants recommended solutions for developing more 
effective internship programs to meet the needs of universities, students and internship 
providers in an equitable manner. The recommended solutions appear below generally in 
order from those the easiest to implement to the more difficult: 

1. Create standardized internship agreements or MOU's between the universities, 
students and providers that specify the interests and obligations of all three parties; 

2. Develop web-portals, web-forums or newsletters updating on internship opportunities 
and intern candidates; 

3. Provide training to: 
a. Ensure full understanding of the above-mentioned agreements and the 

expectations of all parties; 
b. Objectivity and transparency in the intern selection processes 

4. Create and build capacity of university career centers to: 
a. Establish strong, formal linkages with potential internship providers;  
b. Ensure dissemination of information on internship opportunities among students; 
c. Provide training for students on career orientation, succefful work ethics and 

habits, and other aspects of suitability for the work environment; and on CV/cover 
letter writing; and 

d. Ensure objective evaluation of intern and provider  performance. 

5. Employers design an internship management system to: 
a. Ensure proper planning of internship programs; 
b. Ensure clear definition of internship goal, duration, tasks; 
c. Ensure effective coaching of interns; and 
d. Ensure objective evaluation of intern and university performance 

6. Upgrade university curricula based on employers needs and with employer 
participation. 
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E. BRAINSTORM SESSION: UNIVERSITIES 

DATE: 

June 8, 2011 

FACILITATORS: 

Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Tako Ramadze, Stephen Wade 

TOPIC:  

 Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
- praqtikuli gamocdileba. 
- Teoriuli codnis gaRrmaveba. 
- axali codnis moZieba. 
- ufro metad kvalipicirebuli kadris miReba. 
- studentTa Aaqtivoba 
- misaRebi pirobebis Seqmna staJirebisTvis ( normaluri samuSao 
- grafikis danergva, waxaliseba, anazRaureba da a. S. 
- praqtikuli unarebis SeZena 
- dasaqmebaSi xelSewyoba 
- Seiqmnas damsaqmebeli baza 
- CaerTon kerZo Kkompaniebi 
- samarTlebrivi daskvnebis momzadeba 
- miRebuli codnis realurad asaxva.  
- gamocdili xalxisagan muSaobis meTodebis gaziareba. 
- gabedulobisa da motivaciis amaRleba 
- iuridiuli dokumentebis momzadeba 
- proeqtebis analizi 
- praqtikuli unarebis ganviTareba 
- gaaRrmaon miRebuli codna. 
- daexmaron Semdeg staJiorTa nakads, raTa kargad 
- warmoCindnen programaSi. 

staJiorTa dasaqmeba. 
- Teoriis codnis gadatana praqtikaSi ( kvalifikaciis SeZena) 
- damsaqmeblebis aqtivoba. 
- damsaqmeblebis moZieba. 
- Teoriuli codnis adaptaciis gamomuSaveba. 
- rac SeiZleba metma studentma gaiaros stajireba 
- Seiqmnas studenturi piroba potenciur dasaqmebis. 
- miiRos studentebma umaRlesi kvalifikacia.( 

reklamireba/reklama) 
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- meti studenti Caabarebs UuniversitetSi. 
- amiT universiteti SeZlebs meti profilebis da sferoebis 

ganviTarebas 

- daamyarebs urTierTobebs sakmaod bevr kompaniebTan.  
- Seiqmenba sferoebis mravalferovneba ( studentebis Mmxriv) 
- ucxouri organizaciebis daintereseba studentebSi 

dauniversitetebSi. 
- sagareo urTierTobebis ganviTareba. 
- gaformdeba bevri memorandumebi kompaniebTan. 

 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
- profesiuli srulyofa. 

- praqtikuli imformaciis miReba. 

- praqtikuli unarCvevebis miReba. 
- Teoriuli codnis praqtikaSi gamoyeneba. 
- axali codnis miRebis saSualeba. 
- pirovnuli srulyofa 
- SromiT unarebis gamomuSaveba. 
- kolegebTan urTierTobis unaris gamomuSaveba. 
- SromiT diciplinis unaris gamomuSaveba 
- anazRaurebis molodini 
- sxvadasxva saswaveblis SemTxvevaSi. 
- pirovnuli Tvisebis mixedviT. 
- profesiuli kavSirebis damyarebis perspeqtiva  
- samomavlo urTierTobebi 
- dasaqmebis perspeqtiva.   
- maqsimalurad meti praqtikuli gamocdilebis miReba. 
- momavali dasaqmeba maRalanazRaurebadi xelfasi. 
- codnis praqtikaSi gamoyeneba.  
- gamocdilebis miReba. 
- axali kontaqtebi. 
- dasaqmebis perspeqtivebi. 
- axali unar-Cvevebi. 
- praqtikuli informaciis miReba. 
- kavSirebis damyareba. 
- dasaqmebis perspeqtiva. 
- Teoriuli codnis realur cxovrebaSi gamoyenebis saSualeba. 
- dasaqmeba 
- profesiuli daxelovneba. 
- praqtikuli unarebis miReba. 
- profesiul interesebSi Camoyalibeba. 
- studenti fiqrobs rom iSovis samsaxurs. anu dasaqmdeba. 
- gaicnobs axal megobrebs. 
- mieCveva samsaxuris rejims. 
- iswavlis TanamSromlebTan urTierTobas, ufrosebTan 

urTierTobas. 
- profesiuli daxelovenba. 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 
- universiteti eZebs kompanias (SemdgomSi partniors) 
- sTavazobs TanamSromlobas, rac sasurvelia gaformdes 
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werilobiT. 
- universitetma sasurvelia Caataros damatebiT seminarebi   
- studentebisTvis (profesiul unar-Cvevebis ganviTarebis 

xelSewyoba, raTa studentebi kargad momzadnen. 
- universitetma unda moawyos Sexvedrebi ( studentebis 

damsaqmebelTan), raTa kompaniebs qondes zogadi warmodgena  
- rogor (momaval) kadrebs unda elodo am universitetebisgan 
- universitets unda qondes GGPA  ( akademiuri moswrebis sistema) 

raTa kompaniis moTxovnis SemTxvevaSi miawodos sasurveli 
kadri. 

- studenturi programa unda uzrunvelyofdes  dasaqmebis      
kompetenciebis Camoyalibebas. 

- Teoriuli codnis praqtikaSi realizebis unari. damoukidebeli 
muSaobis unari. 

- codna + praqtika. unar Cvevebi. 
- saukeTeso Sefaseba   at least B. 
- punqtualuroba  
- eTika  
- gunduri muSaoba. 
- uaxlesi tendenciebi + teqnologiebis gamoyeneba. 
- motivacia/ interesi 
- programis Sedegebis Sesabamisi kompetenciebi. 
- profesiuli Rirebulebebi. 
- Teoriuli da praqtikuli codnis gamoyenebis unari. 
- profesiuli kultura 
- komunikaciis unari 
- aqvs Teoriuli momzadeba da aklia misi realizaciisTvis 

gamocdileba. 
uyvars Tavisi specialoba da gaaCnia didi survili 

- maRali donis specialistad Camoyalibebis. 
flobs romelime ucxo enas. 

- damsaqmebeli dainteresebulia momavali specialistis 
- kvalifikaciiT, romelsac Semdgom gamoiyenebs saTanado 
- saqmianobis Sesasruleblad. 
- damsaqmebelis damokidebuleba studentisTvis da programis 

aTviseba 
- programa unda iyos evropuli standartebis, pasuxobdesdrois 

moTxovnebs, unda iyos aprobirebuli evropis Tu amerikis 
samecniero centrebSi, orientirebuli damsaqmebelze.  

- studenti unda iyos aqtiuri, ar unda agvianebdes,  
- erkveodes programis ZiriTad sakiTxebSi.  
- unda hqondes komunikaciis unari. erkveodes Tanamedrove  

teqnologiis saSualebebSi. 

TOPIC: 
Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 
 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint  
- ara aqvs resursebi        
- adgili 
- xelmZRvaneli 
- anazRaureba 
- ara aqvs vakansia 
- ara organizebuli studentebi. 
- gaurkvevlobaSi Cavardnili studentebi  

( romlebmac ar ician raze midian ) 
- ambiciuri studentebi/ pretenziebi. 
- umotivacio studentebi. 
- Teoriuli codnis deficiti. 
- samuSao eTikis uqonloba 
- socialuri pasuxismgebloba 
- kompaniebs motivacia ara aqvT 
- mza kadrebis ar yofna 
- gamocdili da saqmis mcodne kadrebis ar yofna  
- agreTve ar arsebobs kontrolis meqanizmi staJirebis 

mimdianreobis Sesaxeb ( universitets mxridan) 
- disciplinirebuli studentebi 
- meti Sroma – naklebi danaxarji. 
- staJirebaze unda mivides rac SeiZleba momzadebuli 

axalgazrda, romelic aqcents Tavidanve ar gaakeTebs finansur 
mxareze. 

- kompaniam zustad unda gaiTvaliswinos Tavisi resursi 
- samuSao EeTika 
- kargad momzadebuli studentebis nakleboba kerZod Teoriul 

codnaSi 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
- problema: 

kompanias unda qondes zustad dawerili „Job Description‟ samuSao 
aRwera (funqcia – movaleoba) 

- problema: 
- staJirebebi aris ufro xSirad araanazRaurebadi 
- staJirebebi xSirad ganusazRvreli vadiT grZeldeba 
- profesiuli ganviTarebis ar qona.   
- saxelmwifo mxridan araa xelSewyoba 
- teqnikuri problemebi studentebisTvis garTulebulia  

sawaromebis umoqmedobis gamo 
- kerZo sawarmoebi ar iTvaliswineben xarjebs staJiorebisTvis da 

staJirebisaTvis anazRaurebas. 
- Semcirda staJiorebze moTxovna (gansakuTrerbiT saxelmwifo 

seqtorSi) 
- mokle vadiani proeqtebi (gegmebi) 
- swavlis da staJirebis SeTavazeba, Tu calke dro ar aris 

gamoyofili. 
- problema:  
- sajaro reqtoris pasiuroba (dasaqmebis dargSi) 
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- problema: 
- nacnob – megobrebis ayvana staJirebaze. 
- sawarmos mier moTxovnili finansuri anazRaureba. 
- samSeneblo samuSaoebs, rogorc wesi, asrulebs tenderSi 

gamarjvebuli firmebi, romlebic ar arian staJirebis 
saqmianobiT dakavebuli. 

- kargi iqneba Tu tenderis gamocxadebisas programaSi Caideba 
staJirebaze axalgazrda specialistTa miRebis aucilebloba. 

- specialistis dasaqmebaSi mniSvnelovani unda iyos ( Tu ara 
gadamwyveti) staJirebuli specialistebis miReba. 

- mcirea ricxvi organizaciebisa visac surs staJirebis moZieba. 
- problemaa nepotizmi. 
- ekonomikis arasakmarisi ganviTareba. 
-  moklevadiani sainvesticio programebi. 
-  arasrulfasovani kavSiri biznessa da universitetebs   Soris  
-  ekonomikis strategiuli ganviTarebis gegmebis ar qona an ara 

gamWirvaloba. 
- damsaqmeblebis moTxovnebis nakleboba ( interesebis ar qona 

stajirebisadmi) 
- ar aris stajirebis daintereseba organizaciebis mxridan. 
- karg studentebze da gamorCeul studentebze mainc aris 

saxelmwifo mxridan daintereseba. 
- nacnoboba da megobroba damRupvelia. 

 Green Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy  
problemebi: 

- kompaniebTan kavSirebis ar qona 
- kompaniis uari studentebis miRebaze 
- staJirebis survilebis arqona studentebSi 
- anazRaureba staJirebis uzrunvelyofis SeuZlebloba 
- resursebis ar qona kompaniebSi studentTa misaRebad. 
- resursebis ar qona universitetebSi normaluri staJirebisTvis. 
- problemebi saswavleblis mxridan 
- kavSirebis arqona komunikaciis problema. 
- universitetis mxridan dauinteresebloba dasaqmebiT 

dainteresebiT. 
- finansuri resursebis arqona staJirebis uzrunvelyofa da 

adamianuri resursebis arqona. 
- studentebis uari( sizarmace) ambicia 
- staJirebis Pprogramis xarisxi, molodinebis arqona 
- kompaniis uari miiRos studentebi staJirebaze 
- kompaniebs ar undaT gamoucdeli kadrebi 
- aRiqvamen damatebiT Tavistkivilad. 
- eSiniaT ambiciuri studentebis samomavlod dasaqmebis 

moTxovnis. 
- studentebi uars amboben aunazRaurebel staJirebaze. 
- komunikaciis problema. 
- skolebi iTxoven anazRaurebas 
- kompaniebs ar aqvT sakmarisi staJirebis adgilebi. 
- studenti ar midis anazRaurebis gareSe. 

TOPIC:  
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Potential Solutions to Internship Program Challenges  
ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Universities expressing the University viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Universities expressing the Student viewpoint by proxy 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
- universitetebma SesTavazon kompaniebs maTTvis misaRebi 

konkretuli programebi 
- universtitetebSi unda arsebobdes staJirebis xelSekrulebis 

xelSemwyobi struqtura 
- ra unda gaakeTon universitetebma 
- mrCevelTa sabWoebis Seqmnas biznesis warmomadgenlobisagan. 
- karieris centri 
- mWidro kavSiri biznesmenebTan 
- staJirebis programa bazris moTxovnebidan gamomdinare 
- kursdamTavrebulTa (Alumni) gamoyeneba 
- rogor unda davainteresoT kompaniebi miiRon studentebi 

staJiorad 
- unda Seiqmnas karieris centri 
- TviTreklama 
- mWidro urTierToba kompaniebTan 
- SevTavazoT Cveni Tavi yovelgvari winapirobis gareSe anu 

anazRaurebis gareSe 
- miscen xarisxiani ganaTleba 
- praktikaze orientrebuli swavleba 
- karieruli ganviTarebis samsaxuri 
- karieruli ganviTarebis samsaxuri (oroentirebuli studentebis 

karieris Seqmnaze) 
- praqtikosi leqtorebi (romlebic zrunaven studentis momaval 

dasaqmebaze) 
- sawarmoebis interesebis momcveli saswavlo centrebis Seqmna 

universitetebSi 
- moamzadon maRalkvalifikaciuri kadrebi 
- damatebiTi treningebi Caataron studentebisTvis (profesiuli 

unar-Cvevebis ganviTareba) rac xels Seuwyobs mT? gaxdnen 
konkurentunarianebi bazarze 

- Seiqmnas dasaqmebis samsaxuri yvela, romelis pirdapiri 
funqciaa iqmneba studentebis dasaqmebis xelSewyoba 

- universitetis segmentebis saWiro kompaniebis ( damsaqmeblis) 
moZieba da TanamSromloba 

- saswavlo programebSi gaiTvaliswinos staJireba, romlis gareSe 
diplomebis miReba SeizRudos 

- staJirebis xelmZRvanelebisTvis unda gaices gankuTvnili 
wamaxalisebeli anazRaureba 

- meti kavSirebi damsaqmlebTan, xelSekrulebis gaformeba 
- kursdamTavrebulTa reitinguli informaciis gavrceleba 

socialuri qselebis saSualebiT  

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
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- universitetebSi unda Seiqmnas dasaqmebis ganayofileba 
- Catardes treningebi CV / samotivacio werilebi gamsaubebelTan 

momzadebisaTvis 
- kompaniebTan Sexvedrebi 
- praqtikuli mecadineobebi Setanil iqnes saswavlo programaSi, 

rac studentebs miscems SesaZleblobas, rom miiRos garkveuli 
SromiTi gamocdileba 

- universitetebisa da kerZo seqtorebis mxridan meti aqtivoba, 
raTa maTi studentebi iyvnen moTxovnadi. 

- universitetebSi unda Seiqmnas dasaqmebisa da dagegmarebis 
ganyofileba 

- miRebuli codna ar darCes gamouyenebeli, students mieces 
SesaZlebloba dasaqmebis 

- umaRlesebis mier swored SerCeuli moTxovnadi fakultetebi, 
romlebsac momavalSi studentebi gamoiyeneben 

- meti informirebuloba 
- Sefasebis sistema dasaqmebis ganyofilebaSi (studentebisaTvis 

kriteriumebi xelmisawvdomi) 

 Green Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 
- kompaniebma Seqmnan staJirebis programa 

- kompaniebma mudmivad unda daamyaron kavSiri umaRles 
sasawavlebelTan  

- staJirebis programa, mizani, xangZlivoba, samuSao aRweriloba 
staJirebis periodSi 

- motivaciis sqemebis Seqmna Zlieri studentebis mosazidaT 
- konkursis gamocxadeba seleqciisseleqciis procesis ayvana 
- aqtiurad wamovidnen TanamSromlobaze universitetebTan, raTa 

miewodoT staJireba 
- unda gamoyon staJrebisaTvis kuTxe, adamianur resursi, 

Seadginon staJirebis programa 
- saxelmwifom unda izrunos, Seqmnas samuSao adgilebi 
- saxelmwifom unda waaxalisos biznesi da kerZo struqtura 

staJirebis ayvanaSi 

TRANSLATION OF GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTIONS INTO ENGLISH 
TOPIC:  

Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Practical experience 
 Improvement of theoretical knowledge 
 Seeking new information and knowledge 
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 Most of all accepting skilled/trained employees 
 Student activity  
 Creating proper conditions for Interns (implementing normal working agenda, 

encouragement, salary and etc) 
 Acquiring practical skills 
 Support in employment/job search 
 Establishing employing base/agency 
 Involvement of private companies/businesses   
 Preparing managing conclusions 
 Using knowledge applied to practice 
 Learning and acquiring skills from experienced people 
 Encouragement and rise in motivation  
 Preparation of legal documents 
 Project analysis 
 Development of practical skills 
 Deepen knowledge 
 Support the flow of interns to present the program as best as possible. 
 Support interns 
 Applying knowledge to practice (training) 
 The activity of the employer 
 The search of the employer  
 Adopting theoretical knowledge to practice 
 As many as possible students should go through the internships 
 The student condition has to be established for the potential employer 
 Students have to receive highest qualification thus an advertisement is 

required from universities 
 Advertisements will result in more students in universities 
 Thus universities will develop much more and diverse spheres and fields 
 More connections with the companies 
 A diversity of fields/spheres will be created (from students) 
 Foreign companies will have more interest in students and in universities. 
 Development of international relations 
 A lot of contracts and memorandums will be made with companies 

 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Professional improvement 
 Receiving practical information 
 Receiving practical skills 
 Applying theoretical knowledge to practice 
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 Opportunity to gain new knowledge 
 Personal improvement 
 Acquiring skills with work 
 Acquiring communication skills with colleagues   
 Acquiring discipline skills through work  
 Expectation of compensation/salary 
 In the case of the different universities/education 
 Depending on personal abilities/skills 
 Perspective of establishing professional connections 
 Future connections  
 Perspective of employment  
 Receiving maximum amount of practical experience 
 Future employment and high salary  
 Applying knowledge to practice 
 Receiving experience 
 New connections 
 Employment perspective/potential 
 New skills/abilities  
 Receiving practical information 
 Establishing connections 
 Employment perspective 
 The opportunity of using theoretical knowledge in real life/practice 
 Employment 
 Professional skills acquirement  
 Practical skills acquirement 
 Establishment in professional interests 
 Student 
 To get a job/get employed  
 Will meet new friends 
 Will adapt to work schedule 
 Will learn to communicate with co-workers and elders 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Universities look for companies (later offer partnership) and offer them 

cooperation, which is required to be officially documented.  
 Universities also have to organize additional seminars for students, 

(professional skills development.) to prepare them well. 
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 Universities have to organize meetings (with the student and employer), for 
companies to have broader view on what kind of future employees to expect 
from the universities. 

 Universities should have the GPA system (Academic Evaluation system) to 
provide required employees for the company. 

 The student program has to provide guaranteed employability competitions. 
 Transferring theoretical knowledge into practice (mentioned several times in 

the expectations section) 
 Ability to work independently 
 Knowledge + Practice = Skills. 
 The best evaluation, at least B 
 Punctuality 
 Ethics   
 Group work ability 
 New tendencies + the use of newest technologies 
 Motivation/interest  
 Program results in valid competences  
 Professional values 
 Theoretical and practical knowledge  
 Professional culture/ethics 
 Ability to communicate and development of communication skills (this is 

mentioned several times by different people) 
 Has theoretical knowledge but lacks practical experience  
 Likes his/her own specialty and has a huge desire to become a high-level 

specialist  
 Fluent in a foreign languages 
 Employer is interested in future specialist qualifications, which later will be 

given a relevant task to accomplish 
 Employer‟s attitude toward the student and adoption to the program 
 The program has to be based on European standards, has to be up to date, 

has to be approved by European or American educational/Science centers, 
and oriented on employment 

 Student has to be active, should not be late on the work and has to be familiar 
with the basic aspects of the program 

 Has to have communicative skills and should know modern technolog. 
TOPIC: 

Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
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 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint  
 Obstacles 
 No connections with companies 
 Refusal from companies to accept students 
 No desire for internships from students 
 Compensatio - no guarantee on any internship 
 Lack of resources in the companies for accepting students 
 Lack of resources in the universities for providing normal internships 
 Problems from the educational side 
 No connections - problem with communication and networking 
 No interest from universities concerning employment of students 
 No financial resources for supporting internships and no human resources 
 Refusal of students (laziness)  
 The quality of the internship program -  no expectations at all 
 Refusal of companies to accept student on an internship basis 
 Companies do not want inexperienced employees or interns. 
 They (companies) perceive it as an extra head ache 
 Companies are scared of employing ambitious students for future demand 
 Some students refuse to work without compensation 
 Communication problems 
 Schools require compensation 
 Companies do not have enough placement for the interns 
 Students do not work without salary 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
 Company has to have precisely written „job descriptions‟ (functions, 

obligations, responsibilities, etc.) 
 Internships are most often unpaid 
 Internships sometimes last an unlimited period  
 Lack of professional development 
 No support from the government 
 Technical development for students are deteriorating due to inactive 

enterprise/production 
 Private enterprises do not consider expenses for their interns and do not 

provide any compensation  
 Demand for interns has diminished, especially from state sector/government 
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 Only short period projects (plans) 
 Offering internship/training or teaching, if there is no separate time provided 
 Passiveness from general dean/rector  (with regards to employment) 
 Accepting known friends on internship 
 The requested financial compensation from the company. 
 Construction works, usually, are provided by tender winning companies, 

which are not interested in internships 
 It will be much better if the particular tender program will include the 

requirement of accepting young interns. 
 In specialist employment, acceptance of an interned specialist is crucial 
 There are few companies that seek internships 
 The problem is nepotism 
 Inefficient economic development 
 Short term investment programs 
 Inefficient and incomplete connection between businesses and universities 
 No economic strategic developing plans and no transparency 
 Lack of demand from employers (no interest in internships) 
 No interest in the internships from different organizations 
 However, regarding the best and distinguished students, there is still a 

demand from the government sector 
 Nepotism ruins everything 

 Green Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy  
 No resources  
 No place 
 No instructor 
 Salary 
 No vacancies 
 Unorganized students 
 Confused students (the ones that do not know what they are going after) 
 Ambitious students‟ claims 
 Unmotivated students 
 Deficit in theoretical knowledge 
 No work ethic 
 Social responsibility 
 Companies have no motivation 
 Lack of prepared employees 
 Lack of experienced and workable employees 
 There are no control mechanisms concerning internships from universities 
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 Lack of disciplined students 
 More work/output and less expenses 
 The internship has to be given to the most prepared student, which does not 

initially concentrate on the financial requirements/ salary (solution/suggestion) 
 The company has to accurately consider its own resources 
 Work ethics 
 Lack of well-prepared students, particularly in theoretical knowledge 

TOPIC: 

Potential Solutions to the Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES 

 Orange Group: Universities Expressing the University Viewpoint 
 Universities have to offer the most appropriate programs to companies 
 In universities, there has to be internship supporting structures 
 What should universities do? 
 Creating an advising council for business representatives  
 Career center 
 Close  links with businesses  
 Internship programs according to market demand 
 Involvement of alumni 
 How to attract companies to get interns for internships 
 Acareer center should be created 
 Self advertisement 
 Tight contacts with businesses/companies 
 To offer ourselves without any preliminary conditions or without any 

compensation 
 To provide high quality education 
 Teaching focused on practice 
 Career development task office 
 Career development office (oriented toward student employment) 
 Lectures with practical experience outcome 
 Opportunities 
 To prepare high qualified employees 
 To conduct additional training for students in order to develop professional 

skills, which support competitiveness on markets 
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 Carrier  centers should be  established 
 Internships should be part of the learning curriculum, to affect the status of 

the diploma  
 For internship program directors/initiators  
 More connections with employers and creating agreements 
 Disseminate the graduate ranking information through social networks 

 Yellow Group: Universities Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 A career center should be created in universities 
 Training in writing CVs/Motivational letters and in attaining interview skills 

should be necessarily provided 
 Meeting with companies 
 Practical training should become part of the learning curriculum, which 

eventually will give practical experience to students  
 More activity is required both from universities and from the private sector, for 

students to be more demanding 
 Planning and career center is essential for the universities 
 Acquired knowledge should not be left unexploited; students have to get the 

opportunity for employment 
 There has to be correctly selected demanding subjects, from which students 

will benefit later 
 More informational knowledge 
 Evaluation systems in career centers are necessary and should be easily 

accessible for students 
 Green Group: Universities Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

 Companies should create internship programs 
 Companies should always be in constant connection with educational 

institutions/universities  
 Internships program, goal, duration, task description during the internship 
 Creating motivational schemes for the attraction of strong students 
 Announcing a competition and accepting students with a selection process  
 Companies should actively cooperate with universities to attract more interns 

and have more internship programs 
 There has to be a direction given in creating the internship program with HR. 
 Create an internship program 
 Contact universities 
 Formulate clearly 
 Create incentives for strong students for mutual gain for internships 
 Organize solutions for students on the basis of competitiveness 
 State has to participate and provide work placement 
 State should encourage private companies to accept interns 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Prior to implementation of the Methodology, participants received a questionnaire to 
complete.  The questionnaire and the responses (in parentheses) are provided below. 

Number of Attendees: (17)    Number of answered questionnaires: (11) 

Questionnaires were given to the representatives of the following Georgian universities: 
Caucasus University, Free University, GIPA, International Black Sea University, Ilia State 
University, Georgian Agrarian University, Georgian State University, David Agmashenebeli 
University, and Georgian Technical University 

1) Do you have an existing internship program? 
Yes   (10 
No   (0) 
No Response (1) 

2) Approximately how many promising undergraduates/recent graduate students do you 
have per year that you would recommend for the internship program? 

 Average 
Recent graduates (BA)   80.25 
Recent graduates (MA)   41.20 
Master program participants   91.75 
Undergraduate 269.25 

3) How many undergraduates/recent graduate students have been places as intern for the 
year of 2010 – 2011? 

 Average 
Recent graduates (BA) 122.80 
Recent graduates (MA)   85.40 
Master program participants   85.40 
Undergraduates  130.20 

4) What are top 3 specialties most requested by internship providers?  
1) Finance, Marketing, Technologies 
2) PA, Local PA, LAW 
3) Business management marketing, Accountancy, Financial management 
4) Automobile and railway transporting, transport construction 
5) Civil and industrial engineering, hydro-technical engineering, water supply, heating. 
6) Agronomy, Economics, Agro-engineering 
7) Computer systems/servers, IT, data protection, automotive management systems 
8) HR, BA, Banking 
9) Finance, marketing, engineering, and agronomy (1 participant did not list specialties) 

5) How many employers participate in the internship program? 
Please indicate approximate number during last year    Total Average – 22.1 

6) How do you obtain internship opportunities for your students: 
- Pool of existing partner internship providers (8) 
- Personal Contacts (9) 
- Employment Agencies (1) 
- Internship/job openings announced by the internship providers (e.g. posted on 

company websites, other jobs announcement sites, in newspapers) (6) 
- Other (please indicate) - (2 employment forum for participating companies). 

7) Are there any selection criteria for participating in internship program? 
- Yes   (9) 
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- No    (1) 
- No response (1) 

8) If yes, which criteria do you use? 
- Academic excellence (10) 
- Years in the university (0) 
- Student willingness (10) 
- Recommendations by professors‟ (8) 
- Discipline (1) 
- Other (0) 

9) Do student get credits for internships? 
- Yes (4) 
- No (7) 
- No response (1) 

10)  What is average duration of internship programs (Pls. indicate approx. # of weeks):   
Overall Average – 3 months 

11)  In your opinion, how successful is the internship program in your school? 
- Excellent (3 
- Good (3 
- Average (3 
- Poor (0 
- N/A (2) 

EVALUATION 
Following implementation of the Methodology, the participants were asked to evaluate the 
session.  The results are provided below. 
Evaluation of the “Universities” Focus Group 
Score Range: 
-2  to +2 

Meeting 
format 

Meeting 
subject 

How 
interesting 
was the 
meeting 

How useful will 
be the 
information 
gained at the 
meeting for 
your future 
activities 

Overall 
organization of 
the meeting 

 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 0 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 1 + 1 + 2 0 + 2 
 + 1 + 1 + 1 0 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
Average +1.65 + 1.7 +1.65 +1.35 1.9 

Question 1: What additional topics would have been useful to be cover at the meeting and 
what should be included in the next similar event? 
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 Almost all issues were covered (1) 
 This topic was sufficient  (1) 
 Educational programs‟ relevance to employment market (1) 
 What is internship (1) 
 It would be interesting to have more information about this project. We would support 

and share our experience, that would be helpful (1) 
 Educational programs (1) 
 How to move from brainstorming to real activities. How could your project assist in 

placing students in internship programs (1) 
 More concrete and detailed discussion on existing vacancies and students‟ placement 

to jobs through internships (1) 
 What are the effective ways for universities to obtain information about internship 

opportunities (1) 
 Invite all interested parties – students, employers (private and state organizations) (1) 
 How to find job opportunity for more students and how get developed in this area (1) 

Question 2: Do you have any suggestion or remarks concerning an improvement of the 
Meeting? 

 No comments 
 Hearing opinions of businesses would be interesting (1) 
 Discuss divers topics, organize similar meetings regularly (1) 

List of Universities and their representatives: 

 Universities:   
1) Caucasus University 
2) Free University 
3) GIPA 
4) International Black Sea University 
5) Ilia State University 

6) Georgian Agrarian University  
7) Georgian State University  
8) David Agmashenebeli University  
9) Georgian Technical University 

 
 Representatives   

1) Khatia Jikia 
2) Nino Aladashvili 
3) Natia Khantadze 
4) Irina Bakradze 
5) Manuchar Markoidze 
6) Ana Asatiani 
7) Manana Gabunia 
8) Qetevan Abdushelishvili 
9) Tamuna Khitarishvili 

10) Jamlet Janjgava 
11) Rusudan Kutateladze 
12) Zurab Chkhaidze 
13) Irakli Sokolovki  
14) Mzia Mikeladze 
15) Otar Gelashvili 
16) Tinatin Kaishauri 
17) Zurab Gedenidze 
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AGENDA IN GEORGIAN 

“biznesibiznesisTvis” staJirebisprograma - ganxilva 

dRiswesrigi 

oTxSabaTi, 8 ivnisi, 2011 w. 

programismizani: moqnili staJirebis programis Seqmna, sadac gaTvaliswinebuli iqneba 

saqarTvelos universitetebis, studentebisa da damsaqmebelTa interesebi. 

dRevandeliSexvedrismizani: TqvenTan erTad gaviazroT da gavaanalizoT staJirebis 

progrmasTan dakavSirebuli molodinebi da sirTuleebi da davsaxoT maTi gadaWris gzebi  

dro gansaxilvelisakiTxebi wamyvani 

15:00– 
15:15 

kiTxvarebi umaRles saswavleblebisTvis naTia 
vefxvaZe 

15:15– 
15:25 

“biznesibiznesisTvis” staJirebisprograma: miznebi da amocanebi 
 

stiv ueidi 

15: 25– 
15:40 

rasveliTstaJirebisprogramisgan 

 universitetebi– jgufi (narinjisferi) 
 studentebi –jgufi (mwvane) 
 damsaqmeblebi –jgufi (yviTeli) 

xmalaZe 
T. razmaZe 
n. vefxvaZe 

15:40 - 
15:50 

jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

15:50 – 
16:05 

rasirTuleebiaxlavsstaJirebisprogramiswarmatebiTganxorcieleba
s 

 sirTuleebi universitetebisTvis–  jgufi (mwvane) 
 sirTuleebi studentebisTvis –  jgufi (yviTeli) 
 sirTuleebi damsaqmeblebisTvis– jgufi (narinjisferi) 

n. xmalaZe 
T. razmaZe 
n. vefxvaZe 

16:05 - 
16:15 

jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:15 - 
16:25 

Sesveneba  

16: 25 – 
16:40 

problemebis gadaWra –  rogorgavxadoTstaJirebisprogramaqmediTi 

 universitetebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi (yviTeli) 
 studentebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi(narinjisferi) 
 damsaqmeblebis Zalisxmeva– jgufi (mwvane) 

nino 
xmalaZe 
Tamar 
razmaZe 
naTia 
vefxvaZe 

16:40 – 
16:50 

jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:50 – 
17:00 

Semdgominabijebi – Riadiskusia stiv ueidi 
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AGENDA IN ENGLISH 

B4B Internship Program Discussion 
Agenda 
Wednesday, June 8, 2011 

Overall Objective: A vibrant internship program meeting the needs of Georgia‟s universities, 
students, and internship providers. 

Today’s Purpose: To meet all of you as a group and to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the expectations, challenges, and proposed solutions related to 
accomplishing the above objective. 

Time Topic for Discussion Facilitator 
15:00 – 15:10 Introduction of B4B Internship Program: goals and objectives Stephen  Wade 

15:10– 15:20 Questionnaires for institutions Natia Vepkhvadze 
15: 25 – 15:40 What to EXPECT from internship programs 

 University expectations –  Group I 
 Student expectations –  Group II  
 Internship provider expectations – Group III 

Nino Khmaladze 
Tamar Razmadze 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

15:40 - 15:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group)  

 

15:50 – 16:05 CHALLENGES to make internship programs successful 
 Challenges of universities –  Group II 
 Challenges of student –  Group III 
 Challenges of internship providers – Group I 

Nino Khmaladze 
Tamar Razmadze 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:05 - 16:15 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Break  
16: 25 – 16:40 SOLUTIONS – how to make internship programs work 

 Input from universities–  Group III 
 Input from student –  Group I 
 Input from internship providers – Group II 

Nino Khmaladze 
Tamar Razmadze 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:40 – 16:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:50 – 17:00 Next steps – open discussion Stephen  Wade 
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F. BRAINSTORM SESSION: STUDENTS 

DATE: 

June 15, 2011 

FACILITATORS: 

Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Luka Jugeli, Stephen Wade 

TOPIC:  

 Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES: 
GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Green Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 

- praqtika 
- Teoriuli codnis praqtikaSi gmoyeneba 
- profesiuli unarCvevebi 
- maRali kvalifikaciis molodini 
- kreditebis miReba staJirebisgan 
- axali da gamosadegari contaqtebis gacnoba 
- jgufuri muSaobis unary 
- karieris ganviTareba 
- xelfasis/kompensaciis molodini 
- kombinirebuli moqnili grafiki 
- dasaqmebis SesaZlebloba 

 Orange Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 

- universitetebi Eelodebian  rom studentebi miiReben praqtikul 
gamocdilebas Teoriuli codnisgan. 

- Universitetebi elode bian rom gagzavnon rac SeiZleba meti 
studenti staJirebaze 

- ufro metad gamocdili studentebis molodini rac logikurad 
ufro sasargebloa  

- molodini praqtikuli codnis bisnessis studentebisgan, radgan 
businesi  praqtikazea agebuli ZiriTadad 

- warmatebuli da kvalificirebuli studentebi staJirebaze, 
universitetis reputaciaze imoqmedebs 

- universitetebi elodebian kompaniabma rom airCion studentebis 
maT efeqturobaze da kvalifikaciaze dardnobiT da ara 
universitetis reputaciiT, imitom rom zogi komoaniebi 
upiratesobas aniWebs ramdenime kerZo universitets. 
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- unda iyos sufTa rezultati staJirebisgan 
univiversitetebisTvis 

- universitetebi moelodebian staJirebas optimaluri drois 
gansazRvriT rogoric aris 6 Tve. 

- ganmWirvale studentebis seleqciis proceduris Catarebis 
molodini kampaniebisgan. 

- miReba motivirebuli da saintereso studentebis romlebic 
kargad imuSaveben da iqnebian produqtiulebi. 

- dasaqmebis perspeqtiva studentebisTvis, meti Ddasaqmeba 
studentebisTvis ufro meti prestiJi universitetisTvis 

- studentebis aqtiur da wamaxalisebel cxovrebis wesSi CarTva 
- kreditebis micema studentebisTvis staJirebisgan. 
- moqnili da komfortuli grafiki studenturi staJirebis 

programisTvis. 
 

 Yellow  Group: Students Expressing the Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

- studenti didi potencialiT romelic iswavlis dasawyisSi da 
Semdeg gaxdeba organizaciis momavali. 

- miReba im studentebis romlebic namdvil samuSao Zalas 
warmoadgenen, Sesabamisad aranairi anazRaureba 

- rekomendirebuli studentebi 

- akademiuri Sefaseba 

- aqtiuri studentebi 

- fleqsibiluri grafikebi studentebisgan 

- gamocdili studentebi 

- motivirebuli studentebi 

- punqtualuri studetnebi 

- efeqtiani student 

- iafi muSa xeli 

- niWieri studentebi  

- studentebi inovaciuri ideebiT 

- molodini rom universitetebi SearCeven saukeTeso da yvelaze 
kvalificirebul studentebs staJirebisTvis 

- miiRon staJioreba gansazRvruli droiT 

- mSroneli student romelic Rirsia miRebis da romelic bevr 
warmatebas moutons kompanias 

TOPIC: 

 Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint  

- praqtikis da prqtikuli codnis arqona 
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- aranairi treiningi an SesaZlebloba Teoriuli codnis 
gamoyenebis praqtikaSi 

- praqtikuli swavlebis arqona, kerZos praqtikuli seminarebis da 
leqciebis(interaqtiuli leqciebi) 

- marto Teoria ar akmayofilebs damsaqmeblis moTxovnebs 
- damsaqmeblis damokidebuleba staJiorisadmi 
- araorganizebuli swavleba da staJirebis grafiki 
- informaciis vakuumi 
- aranairi dasaqmebis perspeqtiva kursdamTavrebuli 

studentisTvis 
- zogjer staJirebis davalebebi ar Seesabameba da aWarbebs 

studentis SesaZleblobebs da codnas 
- instuqtaJis da swavlebis arqona staJirebaze 
- diskriminacia GPA Sefasebis sistemasadmi 
- aranairi garantia dasaqmebis an mxardaWeris universitetebisgan 
- ararseboba aranairi kontraqtebis an oficialuri SeTanxmebebis 

an oficialuri dokumentaciis staJirebis dargSi kompaniebis 
mxridan saqarTveloSi. 

- Zogi universiteti iTxovs rom studentma gaiaros staJireba, 
magram aranair xelSewyobas ar sTavazobs da aranair adgils 

- davalebebi kompaniaSi staJirebis dros aris micemli 
araorganizebulad da araefeqturad. 

- aranairi mxardaWera universitetbs kompaniebis mxridan 
- anazRaurebis arqona, Tundac minimaluris rogorc lanCis an 

jibis fuli. 
- ekonomiuri problemebis gamo, yvela students ar gaaCnia 

internetis saSualeba da sxva imformaciuli teqnologiebis 
saSualebebi da amis gamo, ekonomikurad SezRudul studentebs 
ar gaaCnaiT aranairi Sansi da SesaZlebloba. 

- eqspluataciis ramodenime SemTxvevebi. 
- Teoriuli codnis arqona 
- didi da saSineli dasaqmebis problemebi 
- aramairi mxardaWera saxlmwofodan studentebis an 

universitetebis. 
- aranairi mxardaWera kerZo kompaniebidan 
- universitets da kompaniebs Soris kooperaciis upiratesobis 

aranair aRqma 
- aranairi moTxovnbi saxelmwifodan an biznesebidan staJirebaze 

an kadrebis ayvanaze. 
- aranairi Sesafasebeli akademiuri konkursis arqona studentebSi 

romelic eyrdnoba  GPA sistemaze  personalur Tvisebebze da 
araanonimuri Sefaseba. 
 

 Green  Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  

- staJirebis adgilebis arqona 
- aranairi qartiebi an kavSiri universitetebs da kompaniebs 

Soris. 
- drois problema, kerZod drois moqniloba studentebis 

grafikebs da potenciur staJirebebs Soris 
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- yalbi staJireba, sadac kompaniebi Tavidan daTanxmebulan 
studentis ayvanaze da Semdeg roca student misula pirvel 
dRes uari UuTqvias. anu upasuxismgebloba kompaniebis mxridan. 

- didi problema potenciuri damsaqmeblis moZebnaSi 
- araorganizebuli da problematuri staJiorebis SerCevis 

Pprocesi. 
- kvalificirebuli  da momzadebuli studentebis ar qona. 
- cudi da gulgrili damokidebuleba kompaniebis mxridan qarTul 

universitetebisadmi 
- Tanamedrove informaciuli teqnologiis da Tanamedrove 

teqnologiis ar qona saerTo ekonomikuri mdgomareobiT qveanaSi. 
- arasakmarisi dasaqmeba 
- kompaniebis da biznesebis nakleboba romlebic staJirebas an 

adgils sTavazoben. 
- proteqcionalisturi mentaliteti axali kadrebis ayvanis mimarT 
- dauxvewavi ganaTlebis da legaluri sistema 
- araefeqtiani biurokratiuli sistema 
- nepotizmi 
- aranairi interesi biznesebisagan an saxelmwifo seqtorisgan rom 

aiyvanon studenti staJiorebi an xeli Seuwyon maT. 
- dauxvewavi kriteriebi riTic universiteti arCevs staJiors. 
- gamWirvalobis arqona seleqciis procesis dros. 
- konkursis ar qona damsaxurebuli da samarTliani 

gadawyvetilebis miRebisas potenciuri staJioreb ayvanisas. 
 

 Orange  Group: Students Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy  

- cudi gadawyvetilebis miReba seleqciis procesis dros 

- anazRaurebis resursebis arqona 

- dasaqmebis arqona kompaniebSi, magaliTad vakansiebis da 
finansuri resursebis arqona. 

- aranairi imformaciis miwodeba studentebs, stajirebis 
reklamirebis arqona. 

- aranairi waxalisebis xerxebi 

- araorganizebuli samuSao grafiki 

- staJirebis periodi 

- saqmis araarsebobsa staJirebaze staJiorisTvis 

- gamoucdeli da upasuxismgeblo studentebis ayvana 

- reputaciis Selaxvis SiSi 

- nepotizmi 

- aranairi Sansis micema studentebisTis, arc testirebis 
periodic. 

- oficialuri certifikatebis arqona internshipis damTavrebis 
Semdeg. 

- potenciuri kadrebis deficiti konkretul sferoebSi da 
specialobebSi 

- deficiti swavlebis da swavlis sagnebis mravalferovnebaSi 

- upasuxismgebloba 

- samuSao eTikis da profesianaluri unarebis arqona xandaxan 
aranairi unarebis arqona. 
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- sakmaod araorganizebuli da aragamWirvale staJirebaze 
seeleqciis procesi. 

- aranairi interesi kompaniebisgan  

- prioriteti (prestiJuli) universitetebis mimarT, anu yvela 
students ar eZleva Sansi staJirebis. 

- resursebis arqona 

- saerTo ekonomiuri problema romelic yvela kompaniebs exeba.  

 
TOPIC:  

Potential Solutions to Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 

- univesiteti AaZlevedes informacias dasaqmebaze,  dasaqmebis 
departamenti. 

- moqnili studentebis grafiki rom imuSaos. 
- didi dasaqmebis SesaZlebloba. 
- praqtikul saswavleblebSi praqtikis didi Sansi 
- praqtikis CarTva swavlis programaSi 
- univesitetis pi ari  ar unda wyvitavdes staJirebaze ayvanas 
- daniSnuli iyos raRac minimaluri anazRaureba an waxaliseba: 

sertifikati 
- romeli universitetic kreditad Tvlis stajirebas TviTonve 

uSovos adgili students 
- yvela kompanias yavdes adamiani vinc staJiorebs gauwevs 

kurirebas, rom usaqmod ar iyvnen da yava ar aduRon. 
- stajirebis mere dsaqmebis perspective iyos 
- staJirebis swavlis programaSi CarTva( imuSaos, xelfasi mieces 

da kredit CaeTvalos. 
- Sida ganawesi staJiorsa da damsaqmebels Soris 
- staJireba kreditad CaeTvalos. 
- gamWirvale ayvanis procesi 
- CV Si kargad momzadeba raTa studentma Tavi kargad 

warmoiCinos. 
- fleqsibiluroba 
- motivaciis amaRleba 
- karieris centrebi 

 
 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 

- specialuri mudmivi samuSao saagentoebis Seqmna, romlebic 
staJirebis moZebnaze koncentrirdebian. 

- karireuli centrebis Seqmna  
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- aqtiuri gegmis Sedgena studenturi grafikisTvis 
- universitetebs unda qondeT mudmivi kavSiri kompaniebTan 
- kavSiri potenciur damsaqmeblebTan 
- universitetba unda moiTxovon vakansiebi da staJirebebi 

studentebisTvis kompaniebisgan 
- unda iyos jansaRi sistema studentisTvis ukeTesi infomacili 

codnis miRebisTvis, anu gamujobesebuli sistema 
studentebisTvis informaciis misawodeblad. 

- staJirebis SeTanxmeba 
- sabazro moTxovnebis gageba 
- moTxovnadi sagnebis da sferoebis aRniSvna da mravalferovneba 
- moTxovnebis dakmayofileba 
- statistikis da informaciis gaTvaliswineba, warsuli 

informaciis analizi sakmaod advilia universitetebisTvis 
- dasaqmebis procesis ganviTareba 
- saswavlo programebis modernizacia 
- praqtikis da staJirebis CarTva saganmanaTleblo programaSi 
- memorandumebis da SeTanxmebebis gaformeba universitetebs da 

kompaniebs Soris. 
- Sefaseba da niSnebis dawera unda iyos anonimuri da seleqciis 

procesi gamWirvale msgavsi evropuli da amerikuli 
saganmanaTleblo sistemebis standartebis. 

- swavlis done unda iyos Zalian maRali. 
- Zogi meTodi aucilebelia rom caaxalisos da motivacia 

gauzardos studentebs rom iyvnen ufro aqtiurebi da ufro 
CarTulebi samomavlo dasaqmebaSi da praqtkul gamocdilebaSi. 

 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

- urTierTobebis da kavSirebis aSeneba sxvadasxva 
UuniversitetebTan 

- kriteriumebis Seqmna staJiorebis misaRebad 

- swori da gasagebi aRwera staJirebis pirobebis 

- treining programebis Seqmna 

- unda arsebobdes oficialuri dokumentacia yvela wesebis da 
pirobebis universitets da kompaniebs Soris raTa ufro 
efeqturi selekciis procesi moxdes, meti staJireba da 
gaugebrobis Tavidan acileba 

- didi proeqtebi unda koncentrirebden gamocdilebaze romelsac 
staJiorebi iReben da ara anazRaurebaze. 

- unda iyos daxvewili sistema molodinebisTvis da 
staJirebisTvis 

- anazRaureba an universitetis krediti aqedan erT-erTi unda 
iyos staJirebis kontraqtis piroba. 

- unda iyos meti  interesi da meti moTxovna saxelmwifo da kerZo 
seqtorebidan 

- kompaniebma unda miiRon rac SeiZleba meti staJiorebi, imitom 
rom maT kargi Sedegebi moaqvT kompaniebisTvis maSasadame 
sakmaod sasargblono iqneba maTi ayvana. 

- inovaciuri da efeqtiani staJiorebi, romlebic did rols 
TamaSoben komaniis warmatebaSi unda iyvnen dajildoebulni an 
mieceT namdvili samuSao xelfasiT. 
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- staJiorebis arCeva maTi akademiuri moswrebidan gamomdinare da 
personaluri unarebidan gamomdinare, efeqturi seleqciis 
sistemis SemuSaveba. 

- praqtikuli trainingebis swori organizeba. 
- kompaniaSi kerZo poziciis Seqmna romelic pirdapir da mudmiv 

kavSirSi iqneba universitetebTan rom moiTxovos 
kualificirebuli studentebi da samomavlod daasaqmos. 

 
TRANSLATION OF GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTIONS INTO ENGLISH 
TOPIC:  

 Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES 

 Green  Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Practical work 
 Applying theoretical knowledge to practice 
 Professional skills 
 High qualification expectation 
 Receiving credits from internships 
 Meeting new and useful contacts 
 Acquiring ability of group work 
 Career development 
 The expectation of compensation/salary 
 Combined flexible schedule  
 The opportunity of employment 

 Orange  Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Universities expect the student to receive practical experience out of given 

theoretical knowledge 
 Universities expect to send as many students as possible for internships 
 Expectation of PR and advertising of the universities targeting successful 

students on internships 
 Expectation of more practically experienced students in universities, which is 

quite beneficial 
 Expectation of practical knowledge for business students as business 

consists of practice mainly 
 Successful and qualified students on internship programs will benefit from a 

university‟s reputation 
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 Intensive practical  seminars 
 Universities expect companies to choose students based on student 

efficiency and qualification and not university reputation, because some 
companies only prioritize few private universities 

 There has to be a clear result from internships for universities 
 Universities expect internships to be during an optimal period of time such as 

6 months 
 Expectation of transparent process of student selection from companies 
 Acceptance of motivated and interesting students who are willing to work hard 

and be productive 
 The perspective of employment for students - more employment equals more 

prestige for the university 
 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

 Students with potential who will learn in the beginning and later will become 
the future of an organization 

 Accepting students, which present a real workforce, hence  they work without 
any compensation 

 Recommended students  
 Academic ranking 
 Active students 
 Flexible schedule from students 
 Experienced  students 
 Motivated students 
 Punctual students 
 Useful/efficient students 
 Cheap labor force  
 Talented students with innovative ideas 
 Expectation from universities to offer the best and the most qualified students 
 Accepting interns for a certain period of time 
 Hard-working student worth accepting, which will benefit the company 

TOPIC: 

Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint  
 The lack of practice or practical knowledge 
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 No training or opportunities for applying theoretical knowledge to practice 
 Lack of practical teaching especially practical seminars and lectures ( 

Interactive lectures) 
 Just theory does not satisfy the demands of an employer 
 Employer‟s attitude towards interns 
 Disorganized teaching and internship schedule 
 The information vacuum 
 No actual perspective of employment for graduated students 
 Sometimes internship tasks go beyond the capabilities and knowledge of 

students 
 The lack of instructions and teaching during the internship 
 Discrimination towards GPA system 
 No guarantee of employment or any support from universities 
 Nonexistence of actual contracts, agreements or documentation of 

internships in Georgia from companies 
 Some universities require students to go through internships, but don‟t 

provide support or any offers 
 The tasks in companies for interns are not organized and very ineffectively 

given 
 No support of universities from companies or businesses  
 The lack of compensation or salary in internships, not even minimal 

compensation such as lunch money or pocket money 
 Due to economic problems, not all students have access to internet or 

modern informational technologies, thus no opportunities for financially 
reduced students 

 Some cases of exploitation 
 Lack of theoretical knowledge 
 Huge and severe problems of employment 
 No support from government to educational institutions or students 
 No support from private companies 
 Lack of understanding of the benefits of cooperation between universities and 

companies to hire students 
 No demand from the Government or the business sector for interns or 

employees 
 No competition process via evaluation, GPA, personal abilities. Non existence 

of academic competitiveness in students 
 

 Green  Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  
 The lack of internship placements 
 No agreements or cooperation between universities and companies 
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 Timing problem, in particular time flexibility between student schedule and 
potential internships 

 The process of finding employment is difficult 
 Fake internships, where companies sometimes initially agree to have intersn 

and then refuse them at the time - in other words irresponsibility from 
companies 

 Huge problems in finding potential employers 
 Disorganized and problematic process of selection of interns 
 The lack of qualified and prepared students 
 The poor and indifferent attitude from companies towards Georgian 

universities 
 The lack of modern technology and informational technology due to broader 

economic conditions in the country 
 Insufficient employment 
 The lack of actual companies and businesses providing internships or 

placement 
 Protectionist mentality of companies towards accepting workers 
 Unrefined legislative system 
 Inefficient bureaucratic system 
 Nepotism 
 No interest from business or government sector for hiring students or 

supporting them 
 Certain criteria, by which a university has to choose interns 
 The lack of transparency in the selection process 
 The lack of competitions for eligible students and fear of hiring potential 

internship candidates 
 Orange  Group: Students Expressing Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy  

 Hard choice during selection process 
 The lack of resources for compensation 
 The lack of employment in companies - for instance, lack of vacancies or 

financial resources 
 No delivery of information to students - lack of advertising of internships 
 No ways of encouragement 
 Unclear work schedule 
 The period of internships 
 Nonexistence of actual task for interns 
 The fear of irresponsible and practically inexperienced students  
 The fear of spoiling reputation 
 Nepotism 
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 Not giving chances to students, even within a test period 
 Nonexistence of official internship certificates after finishing an internship 
 The lack of potential employees or staff in variety of spheres and fields 
 Deficit in diversity of teaching and learning subjects 
 Irresponsible  
 The lack of work ethic and professional skills or sometimes any skills 
 Very unorganized and non transparent process of selection and choosing 

students 
 No actual interest from companies 
 Priorities towards prestigious universities, in other words not every students 

gets opportunities for an internship 
 Lack of resources 
 Economic general problem which affects all the companies. 

TOPIC:  

Potential Solutions to the Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Orange Group: Students Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Universities should give out information concerning employment and 

internships - an employment center 
 Flexible work schedule for students  
 Big opportunities for employment 
 Big practical opportunities in practical institutions 
 Implementing practice into teaching programs  
 The PR of the university should decide whether to accept students on    

internships 
 There has to be a minimum compensation or encouragement for interns (at 

least a certificate) 
 The universities, which count internships as credit and require internships, 

should take responsibility to find and provide internship for students 
 All companies should have a person, who will be in charge of students giving 

them different tasks, so that students are not left taskless and are not making 
only coffee  

 There has to be the possibility of employment after internship 
 Putting internships into teaching curriculum, so that students work, get 

compensation, and get credits 
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 Internal rules and regulations between an intern and employer 
 Internships have to count as credits 
 Transparent selection process 
 Training students for job interviews and CV writing, so that they demonstrate 

themselves well 
 Flexibility 
 Method for increasing motivation 
 Creating a career center  

 Yellow Group: Students Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Creating special constantly working agencies, concentrating on finding 

internships  
 Creating career centers 
 Creating an active plan for student schedules 
 Universities should have constant ties with companies 
 Connections with potential employers 
 Universities should demand vacancies and internship from companies for 

students 
 There has to be a valid system for better informational knowledge of students 

-  basically a better system for informing students 
 Internship agreements 
 Identifying market demand 
 Identifying and diversifying demanded subjects and spheres 
 Satisfying demands 
 Considering statistics and data, analyzing past data which is quite an easy 

process for universities 
 Employment process construction 
 Modernizing learning programs 
 Incorporating practice and internships into educational curriculum  
 Organizing job and internship fears by asking and attracting a variety of 

companies (new companies as well) 
 Creating and signing agreements and memorandums between universities 

and companies 
 The marking and evaluation has to be anonymous and selection processes 

transparent similar to European or American educational system standards 
 The quality of teaching has to be very high 
 Some methods are required to motivate and encourage students to be more 

active and more involved in their future employment and practical experience 
 Green Group: Students Expressing the Internship Provider Viewpoint by Proxy 

 Building relationships and connections with a variety of universities 
 Creating criteria for accepting interns 
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 Accurate and clear descriptions of conditions of the internship       
 Creating training programs 
 There has to be official documentation of all the rules and conditions between 

universities and companies for providing a more effective process of 
selection, more internships and avoiding misunderstandings 

 Projects should concentrate on the experience the intern gets rather than 
salary  

 There should be a unique system for expectations and for internships 
 At least salary or university credit should be included in the internship contract 
 There has to be more interest and demand from the government and private 

sector 
 Companies should accept as many interns as possible as most of them bring 

good results for the company thus they are beneficial to have 
 Innovative and efficient interns who actually affect companies‟ success have 

to be rewarded or given a proper job with salary 
 Choosing interns depending on their academic evaluation and personal skills, 

creating an efficient system of selection 
 Organizing correct practical trainings 
 Creating a new section in the company or a new position, which will directly 

deal and be in constant relation with the universities for demanding qualified 
students as potential workers 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
Prior to implementation of the Methodology, participants received a questionnaire to 
complete.  The questionnaire and the responses (in parentheses) are provided below. 

Number of Attendees: (22)   Number of answered questionnaires: (22) 

The questionnaires were given to the representatives from the following Georgia 
Universities: Caucasus University, Free University, GIPA, International Black Sea University, 
Ilia State University, Georgian Agrarian University, Georgian State University, David 
Agmashenebeli University, and Georgian Technical University 
1. Does your university provide internship opportunities? 

 Yes   (18) 
 No   (4) 
 Total number answered: 22) 

2. How do you find out about internship opportunities: 
 I don‟t have access to information on internships 
 career service  or employment centers at the university (11) 
 personal contacts (7) 
 employment agencies 
 internship/job openings announced by the internship providers (e.g. posted on company 

websites,  other jobs‟ announcement sites, in newspapers)  (15) 
 other (please indicate)  

3. Are there any students’ selection criteria for participating in internship program at your 
university? 
 Yes  (12) 
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 No (6) 
 I don‟t know  (4) 

4. In your opinion, what should be criteria for students to be selected as internship 
candidates?   (Select all that apply) 
 Academic excellence (14) 
 Years in the university  (2) 
 Student willingness  (13) 
 Recommendations by professors (18) 
 Discipline (7) 
 Other (2) 

5. Does your university provide credits for working as an intern? 
 Yes (3) 
 No (18) 

Total number answered: 21, one student replied that she did not know. 
6. Do you think that providing credits for internship participants is a fair approach? 

 Yes  (14) 
 No (6) 
 Not sure  (2) 

7. In your opinion, what is the most optimal duration for internship programs? 
 1 month  (2) 
 3 months  (7) 
 6 months  (8) 
 Other  (4) 

8. Based on your schedule, what is the most appropriate time for working as an intern? 
 Part time  (13) 
 Full time  (1) 
 Combination of both  (9) 

9. Why are you interested in internship? 
 Utilize your specific academic training  (20) 
 Get insight into your profession   (8) 
 Be coached  by experienced practitioners  (11) 
 Better plan your career  (7) 
 Obtain permanent employment opportunities  (12) 
 Obtain professional network  (11) 
 Other 

10. In your opinion, how successful is the internship program in your university /school? 
 Excellent   (1) 
 Good  (5) 
 Average  (9) 
 Poor  (4) 
 N/A  (2) 
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EVALUATION 

Following implementation of the Methodology, the participants were asked to evaluate the 
session.  The results are provided below. 

Evaluation of the “Students” Focus Group 
Score Range: 
-2  to +2 

Meeting 
format 

Meeting 
subject 

How 
interesting 
was the 
meeting 

How useful will 
be the 
information 
gained at the 
meeting for 
your future 
activities 

Overall 
organization of 
the meeting 

 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 0 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 
 + 2 +2 + 2 + 1 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 +1 0 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 +1 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 0 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 1 + 2 + 1 0 + 1 
 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 +2 
 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 
 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 
 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 
 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 
 +1 +2 +2 +2 +1 
 +2 +2 +2 0 +2 
 +2 +2 +2 +1 +1 
 +2 +2 +2 +1 +1 
 +1 0 +2 +1 +2 
Average +1.77 + 1.86 +1.7 +1.18 1.4 
 
Question 1: What additional topics would have been useful to be covered at the meeting 

and what should be included in the next similar event? 

 Educational Sphere (1) 
 Local graduate students should have opportunities to continue studying abroad 

(1participant) 
 Hearing opinions of real businesses (2participant) 
 Would be more interesting if particular company representatives attended the 

meeting(1participant) 
 Inviting more students and sharing same information(1participant) 
 Hearing how these particular problems with the internship would be solved and which 

one would support government or companies.(1participant) 
 Explaining the process of internship, because some people think it is only making 

coffee and others have to work from 9PM-6AM(1participant) 
 Real employment opportunities had to be discussed would have been better 

(1participant) 
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 What are universities and companies doing to resolve this internship problem 
(1particpant) 

 The student opinions provided at the meeting has to be shared with employers and 
companies(1participant) 

 To tell us with what criteria‟s your company selects potential interns(1participant) 
 How nowadays educational system guarantees employment.(1participant) 

Question 2: Do you have any suggestion or remarks concerning an improvement of                  
the   Meeting? 

 Hearing the requirements for Internships from company representatives (1)  
 Inviting the university students which can discuss this particular issues (1) 
 Meeting was useful and good (4) 
 Strict Schedule plan better timing (2) 
 Would have been better if all three (universities, students, companies) internship 

groups attended the same meeting (3) 
 There has to be higher amount of student attending similar meeting for 

understanding common opinion and more time has to be provided for discussions (2) 
 Similar meetings are very useful as you get different point of views and find probable 

optimal solution(1) 

List of Attendees 
 

1) Paata Abuladze 
2) Lika Baduashvili 
3) Tamar Tsivtsivadze 
4) Ekaterine Kvirikashvili 
5) Tamta Shengelia 
6) Jondo Abuladze 
7) Giorgi Jvarsheishvili 
8) Elene Cheishvili 
9) Nino Farizova 
10) Tsotne Giorgadze 
11) Tinatin Goreziani 

 

12) Marine Basheleishvili 
13) Levan Fangani 
14) Guram Mosashvili 
15) Nino Betskhrikidze 
16) Tamar Tsitskishvili 
17) Nika Gigashvili 
18) Giorgi Devidze 
19) Konstantine khazalia 
20) Tinatin Mamestsarashvili 
21) Qetevan Qamushidze 
22) Ekaterine Tsitsishvili 
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AGENDA IN GEORGIAN 

“biznesibiznesisTvis” staJirebisprograma - ganxilva 

dRiswesrigi 

oTxSabaTi,  15 ivnisi, 2011 w. 

programismizani: moqnili staJirebis programis Seqmna, sadac gaTvaliswinebuli iqneba 

saqarTvelos universitetebis, studentebisa da damsaqmebelTa interesebi. 
dRevandeli Sexvedris mizani: TqvenTan erTad gaviazroT da gavaanalizoT staJirebis 

progrmasTan dakavSirebuli molodinebi da sirTuleebi da davsaxoT maTi gadaWris gzebi  

dro gansaxilvelisakiTxebi wamyvani 

15:00– 15:15 kiTxvarebi umaRles saswavleblebisTvis naTia vefxvaZe 

15:15 – 15:25 “biznesi biznesisTvis” staJirebi sprograma: miznebi 
da amocanebi 

stiv ueidi 

15: 25 – 15:40 Ras veliT staJirebisp rogramisgan 

 universitetebi– jgufi (narinjisferi) 
 studentebi –jgufi (mwvane) 
 damsaqmeblebi –jgufi (yviTeli) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 

15:40 - 15:50 jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

15:50 – 16:05 Ra sirTuleebi axlavs staJirebis programis 
warmatebiT ganxorcielebas 

 sirTuleebi universitetebisTvis–  jgufi 
(mwvane) 

 sirTuleebi studentebisTvis –  jgufi 
(yviTeli) 

 sirTuleebi damsaqmeblebisTvis– jgufi 
(narinjisferi) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 
 
 

16:05 - 16:15 jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Sesveneba  
16: 25 – 16:40 problemebisgadaWra –  rogor gavxadoTstaJirebis 

programa qmediTi 

 universitetebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi (yviTeli) 
 studentebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi(narinjisferi) 
 damsaqmeblebis Zalisxmeva– jgufi (mwvane) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 
 
 

16:40 – 16:50 Jgufuri ganxilvis Sedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:50 – 17:00 Semdgominabijebi – Riadiskusia stiv ueidi 
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AGENDA IN ENGLISH. 

B4B Internship Program Discussion 
Agenda 
Wednesday, June 15, 2011 

Overall Objective: A vibrant internship program meeting the needs of Georgia‟s universities, 
students, and internship providers. 

Today’s Purpose: To meet all of you as a group and to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the expectations, challenges, and proposed solutions related to 
accomplishing the above objective. 

Time Topic for Discussion Facilitator 
15:00– 15:15 Questionnaires for students Natia Vepkhvadze 
15:15– 15:25 Introduction of B4B Internship Program: goals and objectives Stephen  Wade 
15: 25 – 15:40 What to EXPECT from internship programs 

 University expectations –  Orange Group  
 Student expectations –  Green Group  
 Internship provider expectations – Yellow Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

15:40 - 15:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

15:50 – 16:05 CHALLENGES to make internship programs successful 
 Challenges of universities –  Green Group  
 Challenges of student –  Group Yellow 
 Challenges of internship providers – Orange Group 

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:05 - 16:15 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Break  
16: 25 – 16:40 SOLUTIONS – how to make internship programs work 

 Input from universities–  –  Group Yellow 
 Input from student –  Orange Group  
 Input from internship providers – Green Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:40 – 16:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:50 – 17:00 Next steps – open discussion Stephen  Wade 
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G. BRAINSTORM SESSION: PROVIDERS – 
DONORS/ PROJECTS/NGOS 

DATE: 

July 1, 2011 

FACILITATORS: 

Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Luka Jugeli, Stephen Wade 

TOPIC:  

Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
- motivirebuli  farTo - horizontiani  muSa xeli  
- drois momTxovni yvelze axali Teoriuli codna  
- profesionali kadrebis aRzrda minimauluri danaxarjebiT 

(gonivruli investicia) 
- sakiTxi: kadrebis ar qona saxelmwifo organizaciebSi 
- socialuri pasuxismgebloba – positiuri zegavlena Sromis 

bazarze 
- araswori molodinebi da varaudebi – interns ar esaWiroeba 

zedamxedveloba.  

 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
- studentebis SesaZleblobebis ukeTesi uzrunvelyofa, maTi 

samomavlo karierisTvis da ganviTarebisTvis rom maT sferoebSi 
Camoyalibdnen rogorc profesionalebi 

- students unda hqondes SesaZlebloba rom imuSaos namdvil 
garemoSi da Seafasos Tavisi Teoriuli codna praqtikiT 

- saswavlo gamocdileba studentisTvis (mimarTuleba, 
gamocdileba, Sesabamisoba) 

- administraciuli xelSewyoba/ reporti 
- gamosadegi CarTuli samuSao gamocdileba studentebisTvis 
- raRac donemde vakansia + neTvorqingi warmateba studentisTvis 

da unviersitetisTvis  
- kavSirebi Camoyalibebul kurikulumTan, axali ideebis 

SeZena(praqtikuli) 
- Teoria-praqtika 
- gaumjobesebuli kurikulumi indiviudalur ideebze 

dayrdnobili 
- damsaqmeblebma unda zustad gansazRvron molodinebi 
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- rom dainaxon rogro iyeneben studentebi TavianT Teoriul 
Codnas praqtikaSi 

- rom miiRon ufro gamocdili studetnebi . . . potenciuli 
kadrebi, maTi gaumjobeseba. 

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
- dasaqmebis Sansi 
- gamocdilebis codnis da unarebis aTviseba 
- anazRaureba 
- sertifikati 
- rekomendacia 
- specifiur sferoebSi gamocdilebis miReba 

 
TOPIC: 

Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
- motivaciis arqona 
- Saqmis unarebis arqona 
- Sesabamisi codna 
- Zedmeti an Zaan cota ambicia 
- susti samuSo biznes Tvisebebi 
- staJioris ideebTan komunikaciis arqona 
- disciplinis arqona 
- eTikis arqona 
- Sida ganawesi/procedurebi 
- kadrebis problema (zedmeti samuSao) 
- korporatiuli kulturis mimarT cudi damokidebuleba 

kompaniisUusaprTxoeibis lafsusebi  

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  
- araswori Sexeduleba staJiorebze 
- unda Caidos investicia staJirSi rom miiRos rezultati 
- mentoruli undarebis arqona damsaqmeblis mxridan 
- anazRaureba, dasaqmeba, benefitebi staJirebidan 
- araswori molodinebi 
- aranairi mxardaWera da reklamireba universitetebisgan 
- aranairi axsna ganmarteba da winaZRoma damsaqmebeli 

organizaciebisgan 
- ganaTlebis done ara eqvemdebareba Sromis bazris dRevandel 

moTxovnebs 
- sakamod cota raodenoba staJirebis perspeqtivis an deficiti 

informaciis stajirebae regionebSi 
- undobloba procesisadmi, profesionali kontaqtebis deficiti 
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 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
- damsakmeblebis ar qona  
- sustad ganviTarebuli studenturi servisebi 
- studentebis motivacia  
- arasakmarisi kontaqtebi 
- resuresebis ar qona 
- unviersitetis motivacia 
- informaciis da damsaqmeblebis ar yola 
- problemebi akreditaciis ofisTan 
- aucilebeli staJirebebi unda iyos damtkicebuli romelic 

grZelivadiani da damRleli procesia  
- informaciis ar qona studentebisTvis staJirebis programebis 

Sesaxeb 
- kreditebis ar CaTvla studentebisTvis staJirebis dros 

TOPIC:  

Potential Solutions to Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 

- warmatebis nabijebi: 
- damsaqmeblebi: 
- Camoyalibebuli da gaTviTcnobierebuli staJirebis 

gegma/programa 
- Treiningebi 
- monitoringi 
- programul aqtiurobebSi CarTva 
- stipendiis micema 
- winaswar gansazRvruli staJirebis periodi 
- damTavrebulTa klubi 
- programis Sefaseba 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
- kargi winwaZRomis kordinirebis mediacia staJirebis 

damsaqmeblisgan, efeqturad studentebis ganawileba, codnis 
upiratesobebi, molodinebi. 

- staJirebis CarTva saswavlo kurikulumSi( romelic adZlev 
credits studentebs) da aris savaldebulo. 

- Saswavlo programis gaumjobeseba – studentebis ganaTleba da 
sasurevli unarebis promocia 

- zegavlena – kargi reputacia 
- grantebiT uzrunvelyofa warmatebuli universitetebis 
- alumni – sakavSiro – da samsaxuris moZebnis mizniT maT 

organizaciebSi. 

 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
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- karieris centrebi  
- eleqtronuli sainformacio biuletinebi 
- programaSi unda Sediodes kompaniis Sesaswavli nimuSi 
- gamocdilebis gaziareba stJirebaze myofi studentebisgan 

(forumi an sadiskusio magida) 
- legaluri regulaciebi ( student-kompania-universiteti) 

sakontrolo komiteti universitetSi (samive mxarisTvis)  
- samarTliani da gamWirvale seleqciis procesi unviersiotetSi 

TRANSLATION OF GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTIONS INTO ENGLISH 
TOPIC:  

Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Open-minded   
 The most up to date theoretical knowledge 
 To raise a professional staff with minimal expenses (good investment) 
 Lack of staff at the state organization 
 Social responsibility – positive impact on labor market 
 Wrong expectations and assumptions – intern doesn‟t need supervision 

 Orange  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 To provide to students better chances, for their careers, future, and 

development in their fields as professionals 
 To have the possibility to work in a real environment and apply their 

theoretical knowledge to practice  
 Learning experience for students (direction, experience, relevance, etc.) 
 Administrative support/reports 
 Useful engaged work experience for students 
 Some level of placement + networking opportunity for students and the 

university 
 Linkages of established curricula and input of new ideas (practical) 
 Skills improvement  
 Theory – practice   
 Improvement of curriculum based on individuals  
 Employers should clearly state expectations 
 To see how students use their theoretical knowledge in practice 
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 To get more experienced students, leading to potential employees 
(improvement) 

 Green  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Job opportunities 
 Networking 
 Gaining experience/knowledge/skills 
 Reimbursement  
 Certificate 
 Recommendation/getting settlement 
 Specific fields (getting experience) 

TOPIC: 

Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
 Lack of motivation 
 Job skills 
 Relevant knowledge 
 Too much student ambition or not enough 
 Poor  business work habits 
 Inability to communicate with intern ideas 
 Lack of discipline 
 Lack of ethics 
 Internal policies/procedures 
 Lack of planning 
 Staff problems (jealousy, extra work) 
 Lack of commitment to corporate culture 
 Security lapses 

 Green  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  
 Lack of job providers 
 Poorly developed students‟ services 
 Students motivation 
 Poor contact 
 Lack of resources 
 Universities‟ motivation 
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 Lack of information and providers 
 Problems with accreditation office 
 Mandatory internships need to be approved which is a long, exhausting 

process 
 Lack of information about internship providers 
 Credits accounting for students and internship programs 

 Yellow  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
 Wrong perception about interns 
 You have to invest in an intern to get results 
 Lack of mentoring skills by providers 
 Salary, employment, and benefits from internship 
 Wrong/misleading expectations 
 Lack of support/advertising from universities 
 No guidance from hosting organization 
 Education level not compatible to the current labor market 
 Few internship opportunities or lack of information on opportunities, especially 

in the regions 
 Distrust of the process and lack of professional contacts 

TOPIC:  
Potential Solutions to Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Green  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
Keys to success include: 

 Proper internship plan/program 
 Trainings 
 Mentorship 
 Involvement in programmatic activities 
 Providing stipend 
 Pre-defined period of internship program 
 Alumni club 
 Program evaluation 

 Yellow Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Good coordination and supervision from internship providers and properly 

operating dissemination of benefits, knowledge and expectations to students 
 Internship part of curriculum (it gives certain credit) mandatory. 
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 Improve curriculum – support and educate students and promote required 
skills 

 Impact – good reputation 
 Grant provision to successful universities 
 Alumni as a networking tool to help get a job in their organization 
 Orange  Group: Providers (D/P/N) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Career centers (provide info) 
 Electronic newsletters 
 Include company case studies in the program 
 Share experience from former internship students (forum and table) 
 Legal regulations (MOU student-company-university) control committee at the 

university (all 3 parties) with a fair selection process  
AGENDA IN ENGLISH 

B4B Internship Program Discussion 
Agenda 
Wednesday, June 23, 2011 
Overall Objective: A vibrant internship program meeting the needs of Georgia‟s universities, 
students, and internship providers. 
Today’s Purpose: To meet all of you as a group and to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the expectations, challenges, and proposed solutions related to 
accomplishing the above objective. 

Time Topic for Discussion Facilitator 
15:00– 15:15 Questionnaires for students Natia Vepkhvadze 
15:15– 15:25 Introduction of B4B Internship Program: goals and objectives Stephen  Wade 
15: 25 – 15:40 What to EXPECT from internship programs 

 University expectations –  Orange Group  
 Student expectations –  Green Group  
 Internship provider expectations – Yellow Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

15:40 - 15:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

15:50 – 16:05 CHALLENGES to make internship programs successful 
 Challenges of universities –  Green Group  
 Challenges of student –  Group Yellow 
 Challenges of internship providers – Orange Group 

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:05 - 16:15 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Break  
16: 25 – 16:40 SOLUTIONS – how to make internship programs work 

 Input from universities–  –  Group Yellow 
 Input from student –  Orange Group  
 Input from internship providers – Green Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:40 – 16:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups (3 minutes per group)  
16:50 – 17:00 Next steps – open discussion Stephen  Wade 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Prior to implementation of the Methodology, participants received a questionnaire to 
complete.  The questionnaire and the responses (in parentheses) are provided below. 
Number of Attendees: (9) Number of Completed Questionnaires (8) 
1. Does your organization offer internship opportunities to students? 

 Yes, regularly (2) 
 Yes, occasionally (3) 
 Only when we have vacancies (1) 
 No  (2) 

2. How does your organization find  interns when needed: 
 career service  or employment centers at the university (2) 
 personal contacts (3) 
 employment agencies (0) 
 internship/job openings announced by the internship providers (e.g. posted on company 

websites,  other jobs‟ announcement sites, in newspapers) (5) 
 other (please indicate)  (0) 

3. Does your organization have selection criteria for interns? 
 Yes (6) 
 No (2) 
 I don‟t know  (0) 

4. If yes, what are the intern selection criteria for students/other interested persons?  
(Select all that apply) 

 Academic excellence (5) 
 Years in the university (3) 
 Level of motivation (5) 
 Recommendations of university/professors(4) 
 Previous experience (2) 
 Communication / Self presentation skills (5) 
 Other(0 

5. What are the top 3 skills that an internship candidate should possess (other than profession 
related)?  (Please list) 
 Communication (6) 
 Motivation (4) 
 Personal integrity (1) 
 Flexibility (1) 
 Responsibility (2) 
 Quick learning (1) 
 Disciplined (1) 
 Critical thinking (1) 

6. Based on your experience, what is the most optimal duration for internship programs? 
 1 month (0) 
 3 months (6) 
 6 months (2) 
 Other (0) 

7. Why are you interested in providing internship? 
 Free / low paid labor (5) 
 An effective recruiting tool (?) (2) 
 Fresh ideas (4) 
 New technology and knowledge interns bring from academia (1) 
 Reduce cost in finding new talents (1) 
 Social responsibility (4) 
 Other (0) 

8. Would you compensate work of interns? 
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 Yes (2) 
 Yes, If sufficient funds are available (5) 
 Case by case (1) 
 No (1) 

9. If yes, what would be the compensation range? 
 GEL 100 – 200 (0) 
 GEL 200 – 400 (6) 
 GEL 400  - 600 (1) 
 > 600 (0) 

10. In your opinion, how successful is the internship practices at your organization? 
 Excellent (1) 
 Good (3) 
 Average (0) 
 Poor (0) 
 N/A (2) 

11. Please provide your suggestions on internship (use a back side of a paper if necessary) 
a. It‟s an excellent tool that is beneficial for all three parties. The key is that a student has good 

knowledge and motivation. 
b. Look for linkages between donors and government to place public administration, whose 

education links to public services. “Cleaning house” for internships + placements 
(joint/cooperation) would be helpful. 

c. 3.One of the first thing to do is to make the internships mandatory for students. 

List of Attendees 
 Organizations 

1) USAID – G3 Project 
2) NDI 
3) EWMI – JILEP 
4) IRI 

5) JSC Mobile Finance 
Eurasia 

6) USAID Health System 
Strengthening Program 

7) USAID EPI Project 
 Representatives 

1) Imedashvili Marina 
2) Museridze Tika 
3) Jugheli Lasha 
4) Shengelia Maka 
5) Lawrence Daum 

6) Gorgadze Mariam 
7) Aivazishvili Natia 
8) Tatoshvili Ketevan 
9) Ghvinadze Nino 
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H. BRAINSTORM SESSION: PROVIDERS – 
MIXED GROUP 

DATE: 
June 23, 2011 

FACILITATORS: 
Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Luka Jugeli, Stephen Wade 

TOPIC:  

 Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
- staJirebis programidan kompania elis staJioris 

gaTviTcnobierebas samuSao procesis gacnobasa dam is 
momzadebas muSaobis dasawyebad. 

- axalgazrda perspeqtiuli kadrebis moZieba 
- zogadi profesionalizmis donis wamoweva  
- konkretul vakansiaze profesiuli kadris moZieba 

kompania elis motivirebul axal kadrs 
- kadris codnis amaRlebas kompaniis sxva da sxva mimarTulebaSi 
- grZelvadiani TanamSromloba 
- kursdamTavrebuli unda axerxebdes miRebuli Teoriuli codnis 

praqtikaSi realizebis elementarul gamocdeilebas. 

 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
- universitetis molodini stajirebis programidan aris is, rom 

rac SeiZleba meti misi kursdamTavrebuli dasaqmdes  

- konkurentunariani da maRalkvalificirebuli kadris momzadebas 
- Saswavlo dawesebulebid reputaciis amaRleba 
- moTxovnilebebis gazrda  
- kompaniebTan kavSiri 
- studentebis codnis gaRrmaveba 
- prestiJi, staJirebis molodinSi universitetebi ar ganmartaven 

stajirebis miznebs 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
- studenti isesve rogorc damsaqmebeli , moelis stajriebsi 

programisgan mis gaTviTcnobierebas momavali samushao adgilis 
Sesaxeb da Camoyalibebas StatSi moxvedrisTvis. 

- praqtikuli gamocdileba 
- orientaciis micema samuSao adgilas arCevnis gakeTebisas. 
- komunikaciis  unaris amaRleba 
- gadawyvetilebis miRebis gamocdileba 
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- dasaqmebis Sansi 
- Sesabamisi praqtikis codna da gamocdileba 
- organizaciaSi muSaobis kultura 
- xalxTan urTierTobis gamocdileba  
- gamocdileba realur proeqtebSi 
- dasaqmebis perspeqtiva kompaniaSi 
- profesiuli orientaciis miReba 

TOPIC: 
Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
- arasakmarisi codna 
- arajansaRi ambicia  
- codnis arqona  
- upasuxismgebloba (movaleobis moxda) 
- gamocdilebis ar qona urTierTobebSi 
- zedmeti ambiciebi 
- didi molodinebi 
- universitetebis ambiciebi 
- ara sakmarisi Teoriuli codna 
- Teoriuli codnis SemTxvevaSi Tanxvedris ar qona praqtikasTan 
- pasuxismgeblobis  gancdis nakleboba 
- damoukidebeli gadawyvetilebis miRebis uunaroba 
- infantilizmi 
- gunduri muSaobis gamocdilebis ar qona 
- Sromunarianobis arqona 
- gamoucdeli studentebi 
- damsaqmeblis Sida informaciis komfidencialurobis arqona 

 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing University Viewpoint by Proxy  
- kompaniebia ar arian daiteresebuli 
- Cemi studenti ver akmayofilebs kompaniis moTxovnas leqtorebis 

gamo 
- kompanias ar aqvs motivacia (sagadasaxado SeRavaTi 
- staJirebisas ar marTldeba studentis molodini 
- SezRuduli SesaZleblobebi kompaniebSi 
- susti komunikacia kompaniebsa da universitetebs Soris. 

 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
-  araa kargad Camoyalibebuli programa 
- ar miyureben seriozulad ar gakeTebineben damoukidebel 

samuSaos 
- Sempirdnen sxvas, da sxva Sedegi 
- araswori molodini 
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- subordniaciia problema 
- staJiterbis arasrulyofili programa 
- karierebis centris ar qona 
- universitetis umoqmedoba (dasaqmebis centrebi) 
- kompaniis damokidebuleba 
- mxolod Teoria an mxolod praqtika (araprofesiuli) 

TOPIC:  
Potential Solutions to Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Providers, Universities and 
Students Viewpoint 

- mWidro TanamSromloba kompaniebsa da saswavleblebs Soris 
- sistemis SemuSaveba 
- internet da onlain saSualebebis daxvewa staJirebis 

programebTan dakavSirebiT 
- universitetSi moxvdes studentebis codnis xarisxis amaRleba 
- karis centrebi 
- maRalkvalificiuri leqciebi 
- drois mxriv xelis Sewyoba 
- dekanebisgan saukeTeso studentebis Sekreba 
- Sesabamisi programebis SemuSaveba  
- kokretuli regulaciebis sistemebis SemuSaveba 
- saxlmwifo politikis SemuSaveba 
- studentebis staJireba universitetebis mxridan 
- studentebis ambiciebis regulireba 
- urTierToba saswavlebelTan 
- adgilze treiningis Catareba 
- winaswar gawerili programa 
- konkretuli davalebebis micema 
- saocialuri dialogi saxelmwifo damsaqmebelsa da saswavlo 

dawesebulebebs Soris 
- konkretul pirze mimagreba 

TRANSLATION OF GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTIONS INTO ENGLISH 
TOPIC:  

Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES 
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 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Provider expects from the internship program to orientate interns and adapt 

them to working processes and environment and later prepare them for 
employment 

 Finding young potential staff 
 General professional skills level expansion 
 Preserve reserved staff 
 Professional staff finding a particular vacancy 
 Company expects motivated new employees 
 Increasing the level of knowledge of an intern in different directions of the 

company 
 Long term cooperation 
 Graduated student has to have the ability to apply received theoretical 

knowledge to practice through basic experience 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 

 The main expectation from a university towardsan  internship program should 
be employment of as many graduates as possible. 

 Preparing competitive and high qualified staff 
 Increasing reputation with educational institutions 
 Increasing demands 
 Connections with companies 
 Student success 
 Deepening student knowledge 
 Prestige 
 Universities do not define the aims and goals of the internship 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Student, as well as an employer, expects from internship program the 

potential of understanding employment and establishing and preparing for a 
job 

 Practical experience 
 Receiving orientation from the work place in decision-making 
 Expanding communication skills 
 Employment opportunity 
 Relevant practical knowledge 
 Experiences 
 The work ethic 
 Experience in communication with people 
 Experience in real projects 
 The opportunity of employment in the company 
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 Receiving professional orientation 
TOPIC: 

Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) expressing the Provider viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) expressing the University viewpoint by proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) expressing the Student viewpoint by proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
 Insufficient knowledge 
 Unhealthy ambition 
 Lack of knowledge 
 Irresponsibility (obligations) 
 No experience in communication skills 
 Extra ambition 
 Huge expectations 
 University ambition 
 The lack of theoretical knowledge 
 In case of the theoretical knowledge, no way of transferring it into practice 
 The lack of responsibility 
 Inability in independent decision making 
 Infantilism 
 No experience in group work 
 No skills for stabile working 
 Inexperienced students 
 Not having employers‟ internal information and confidentiality rules 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing University Viewpoint by Proxy  
 Companies are not interested 
 The interns do not satisfy companies‟ requirements and demands due to poor 

lecturers and teachers 
 Companies do not have motivation (financial recourses) 
 Student expectations are not always approved in the internship 
 Limited opportunities in a company 
 Weak communication between companies and universities 

 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
 The program is not very well established 
 The employers do not look seriously at interns and do not let them do 

independent work 
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 Fake internships where one thing is said with a radically different result 
 Incorrect expectations 
 Subordination problem 
 Incomplete internship program 
 Non existence of career centers 
 Inactivity of university 
 The companies‟ attitudes 
 Either theory or practice (nonprofessional) 

TOPIC:  
Potential Solutions to the Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (Mixed) Expressing the Providers, Universities and 
Students Viewpoint 

 Tight partnership between companies and educational institutions  
 Established system 
 Enhancing and developing informational technology more for internship 

opportunities and programs 
 There has to be increase in the qualification of students in the universities  
 Career centers and offices   
 High qualified lecturers not only PhDs, but as teachers 
 Time flexibility and support 
 Seminars for students 
 Deans have to choose the best students 
 Creating relevant programs for internships 
 Creating particular system regulations 
 State policy establishment towards internships 
 Student internships have to be provided by universities  
 Regulation of student ambitions 
 Constant connections with educational institutions 
 Training at the place 
 Design programs beforehand 
 Giving particular tasks 
 Social dialogue between state employment department and educational 

institutions 
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 Assigning interns to particular staff 
 Job fear 
 Established solid program for internship 

 
AGENDA IN GEORGIAN 

“biznesibiznesisTvis” staJirebisprograma - ganxilva 

dRis wesrigi 

oTxSabaTi,  23 ivnisi, 2011 w. 

programismizani: moqnili staJirebis programis Seqmna, sadac gaTvaliswinebuli iqneba 

saqarTvelos universitetebis, studentebisa da damsaqmebelTa interesebi. 

dRevandeli Sexvedris mizani: TqvenTan erTad gaviazroT da gavaanalizoT staJirebis 

progrmasTan dakavSirebuli molodinebi da sirTuleebi da davsaxoT maTi gadaWris gzebi  
 
dro gansaxilvelisakiTxebi wamyvani 

15:00– 15:15 kiTxvarebi umaRles saswavleblebisTvis naTia vefxvaZe 

15:15 – 15:25 “biznesi biznesisTvis” staJirebi sprograma: miznebi da 
amocanebi 

stiv ueidi 

15: 25 – 15:40 Ras veliT staJirebisp rogramisgan 

 universitetebi– jgufi (narinjisferi) 
 studentebi –jgufi (mwvane) 
 damsaqmeblebi –jgufi (yviTeli) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 
 

15:40 - 15:50 jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

15:50 – 16:05 Ra sirTuleebi axlavs staJirebis programis 
warmatebiT ganxorcielebas 

 sirTuleebi universitetebisTvis–  jgufi (mwvane) 
 sirTuleebi studentebisTvis –  jgufi (yviTeli) 
 sirTuleebi damsaqmeblebisTvis– jgufi 
(narinjisferi) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 
 
 

16:05 - 16:15 jgufuriganxilvisSedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Sesveneba  
16: 25 – 16:40 problemebisgadaWra –  rogor gavxadoTstaJirebis 

programa qmediTi 

 universitetebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi (yviTeli) 
 studentebis Zalisxmeva–  jgufi(narinjisferi) 
 damsaqmeblebis Zalisxmeva– jgufi (mwvane) 

nino xmalaZe 
luka juReli 
naTia vefxvaZe 
 
 

16:40 – 16:50 jgufuri ganxilvis Sedegebi 
(daaxloebiT 3 wT.jgufze) 

 

16:50 – 17:00 Semdgominabijebi – Riadiskusia stiv ueidi 

 
AGENDA IN ENGLISH 

B4B Internship Program Discussion 
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Agenda 
Wednesday, June 23, 2011 
Overall Objective: A vibrant internship program meeting the needs of Georgia‟s universities, 
students, and internship providers. 

Today’s Purpose: To meet all of you as a group and to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the expectations, challenges, and proposed solutions related to 
accomplishing the above objective. 

Time Topic for Discussion Facilitator 
15:00– 15:15 Questionnaires for students Natia Vepkhvadze 
15:15– 15:25 Introduction of B4B Internship Program: goals and objectives Stephen  Wade 
15: 25 – 15:40 What to EXPECT from internship programs 

 University expectations –  Orange Group  
 Student expectations –  Green Group  
 Internship provider expectations – Yellow Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

15:40 - 15:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

15:50 – 16:05 CHALLENGES to make internship programs successful 
 Challenges of universities –  Green Group  
 Challenges of student –  Group Yellow 
 Challenges of internship providers – Orange Group 

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:05 - 16:15 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:15 - 16:25 Break  
16: 25 – 16:40 SOLUTIONS – how to make internship programs work 

 Input from universities–  –  Group Yellow 
 Input from student –  Orange Group  
 Input from internship providers – Green Group  

Nino Khmaladze 
Luka Jugeli 
Natia Vepkhvadze 

16:40 – 16:50 Presentation of outcomes by groups 
(approx. 3 minutes per group) 

 

16:50 – 17:00 Next steps – open discussion Stephen  Wade 

 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Prior to implementation of the Methodology, participants received a questionnaire to 
complete.  The questionnaire and the responses (in parentheses) are provided below. 

Number of Attendees: (9) Number of Completed Questionnaires (4) 

1. Does your organization offer internship opportunities to students? 
 Yes, regularly (2) 
 Yes, occasionally (0) 
 Only when we have vacancies (2) 
 No  (0) 

2. How does your organization find  interns when needed: 
 career service  or employment centers at the university (2) 
 personal contacts (2) 
 employment agencies (0) 
 internship/job openings announced by the internship providers (e.g. posted on company 

websites,  other jobs‟ announcement sites, in newspapers) (4) 
 other (please indicate)  (0) 

3. Does your organization have selection criteria for interns? 
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 Yes (4) 
 No (0) 
 I don‟t know  (0) 

4. If yes, what are the intern selection criteria for students/other interested persons?  
(Select all that apply) 
 Academic excellence (1) 
 Years in the university (0) 
 Level of motivation (3) 
 Recommendations of university/professors(2) 
 Previous experience (2) 
 Communication / Self presentation skills  
 Discipline (1) 
 Other(1) 

5. What are the top 3 skills that an internship candidate should possess (other than profession 
related)?  
(Please list) 
 Communication (2) 
 Motivation (1) 
 Intellect  (1) 
 Flexibility (1) 
 Responsibility (2) 
 Critical thinking (1) 

6. Based on your experience, what is the most optimal duration for internship programs? 
 1 month (2) 
 3 months (1) 
 6 months (0) 
 Other (1) 

7. Why are you interested in providing internship? 
 Free / low paid labor (0) 
 An effective recruiting tool (?) (3) 
 Fresh ideas (4) 
 New technology and knowledge interns bring from academia (1) 
 Reduce cost in finding new talents (1) 
 Social responsibility (1) 
 Other (1) 

8. Would you compensate work of interns? 
 Yes (3) 
 Yes, If sufficient funds are available (0) 
 Case by case (2) 
 No (0) 

9. If yes, what would be the compensation range? 
 GEL 100 – 200 (2) 
 GEL 200 – 400 (1) 
 GEL 400  - 600 (1) 
 > 600 (0) 

10. In your opinion, how successful is the internship practices at your organization? 
 Excellent (1) 
 Good (2) 
 Average (0) 
 Poor (0) 
 N/A (1) 

11. Please provide your suggestions on internship (use a back side of a paper if necessary) 
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EVALUATION 
Following implementation of the Methodology, the participants were asked to evaluate the 
session.  The results are provided below. 
Evaluation of the “Mixed Providers” Focus Group 
Score Range: 
-2  to +2 

Meeting 
format 

Meeting 
subject 

How 
interesting 
was the 
meeting 

How useful will 
be the 
information 
gained at the 
meeting for 
your future 
activities 

Overall 
organization of 
the meeting 

 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 0 
 + 1 + 2 + 2 0 0 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 0 + 2 
Average +1.75 + 2 +1.5 +0.5 +1 
 
Question 1: What additional topics would have been useful to be covered at the meeting 

and what should be included in the next similar event? 
 Will be much better if on the next similar event we will talk more about labor market. 

Question 2: Do you have any suggestion or remarks concerning an improvement of the   
Meeting? 

 Would have been better if more companies attended similar meeting.(2) 
 Would have been better if all three stakeholders attended similar meeting 
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I. BRAINSTORM SESSION: PROVIDERS – 
GOVERNMENT 

DATE 
 July 5, 2011 

FACILITATORS: 

 Nino Khmaladze, Natia Vepkhvadze, Luka Jugeli, Stephen Wade 

TOPIC:  
Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
- unarebis ganviTareba 
- situaciis sworad gageba 
- mimarTulebis gansazRvra 
- motivacia (anazRaurebis  saSualebiT) 
- TavdacviTi meqanizmi 
- universitetis Cabmuloba 
- gamoxmaureba staJirebis bolos 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
- miRebuli Teoriuli codnis praqtikaSi ganxorcielebis 

realuri SesaZlebloba  
- praqtikuli unarCvevebis SeZena 
- ganviTarebis pirveli etapi 
- kompaniis muSaobis principebi 
- samomavlo dasaqmeba 
- sabaziso codnis miReba 
- profesiuli unarCvevebis gamomuSaveba 
- Sinaaarsobrivi CarTuloba 
- gunduri muSaobis unaris ganviTareba 
- moqnili grafiki (mesame,meoTxe kursi) 
- xelfasi, ganviTareba, rekomendacia 
- karieruli ganviTarebis SesaZlebloba 
- kvalificiuri kadrebis gamocdilebis gaziareba 
- kontaqtebis gaRrmaveba 
- CarTuloba Sexvedrebsa da gadawyvetilebebSi 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
- imiji, prestiJi, reitingi 
- profesiuli kavSirebi 
- kurikulumebis ganaxleba 
- staJiorTa bazebi 
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- profesiuli orientacia 
- zedamxedveli 

TOPIC: 
Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
- universitetma unda momces Sesabamisi codna rasac gamoviyeneb 

praqtikaSi 
- organizaciaSi staJiors ar unda daevalos mxolod rutinuli 

saqmis keTeba 
- Sesabamisi samuSao gareoms Seqmna organizaciaSi (miiRos 

adekvaturi davalebebi rac mis codnas Seesabameba) 
- perspeqtivebi- seminarebSi monawileobis saSualeba 
- dasaqmebis perpeqtivebi, codnis miReba 
- karieris ganviTarebis centri, sadac Seityobs informacias 

staJirebis gavlis Sesaxeb, rogorc saqarTveloSi aseve 
sazRvargareT 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  
- elementaruli unarebis da orientaciis arqona 
- sakmarisi resursebis ararseboba (dro,fuli,staJirebis 

xelmZRvaneli) 
- komfidencialuri informaciiis daculoba 
- organizaciuli kulturis ar codna 
- kvalificiuri kadris moZieba 
- ambiciuri kadrebi, TanamSromlebs Soris urTierTobis daZabva 
- moTxovnebis swori ganawileba 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
- resursebis nakleboba 
- kompaniebis mozidva 
- karieris ganviTarebis centri 
- programebi (saswavlo) 
- araTavsebadoba staJirebis programebTan 
- kompaniebis da zogadi Sromis bazari 
- bazris ar arseboba 
- prestiJis gavlena 
- bazris moTxovnis ar codna 
- memorandumis gauformebloba 
- kadris momzadebis problema 

TOPIC:  
Potential Solutions to the Internship Programs Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
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 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

TRANSCRIPTION OF GROUP RESPONSES IN GEORGIAN: 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
- universitetidan Sesabamisi codnis miReba 
- sabazo codnis miReba 
- unarebis gamomuSaveba 
- kargi karieruli centrebi 
- Ria karis dReebi 
- gamWvirvale kriteriumebi 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
- reziumes ganaxleba 
- universitetma airCios ZiriTadi mimarTuleba 
- kotaqtebis damyareba dainteresebul mxareebTan  
- urTierTsasargeblo kontraqtebis dadeba 
- misces students sruli informacia rogor moxdeba staJirebis 

programisTvis studentTa SerCeva Sefaseba 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
- moqnili staJirebis modelebis da programebis SemuSaveba 
- samuSao pirobebis Seqmna 
- aqtiuri TanamSromloba universitetTan 
- treiningis Catareba 

 
TRANSLATION OF GEORGIAN TRANSCRIPTIONS INTO ENGLISH 
TOPIC:  

Expectations of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Develop skills 
 Right understanding of situation 
 Define direction 
 Motivation (be means of payment) 
 Self-defense mechanism 
 University involvement 
 Feedback after termination of internship 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Real opportunity to practice gained theoretical knowledge 
 Obtain practical skills 
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 First stage of development 
 Companies‟ working principals 
 Future employment 
 Gain basic knowledge  
 Develop professional skills 
 Essential involvement 
 Development of group work 
 Flexible schedule (for III, IV course students) 
 Salary, development, and recommendation 
 Possibility of carrier advancement 
 Sharing qualified personal experience 
 Increased contacts 
 Involvement in meetings and decisions  

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Image, prestige, and rating 
 Professional feedback 
 Updating CVs 
 Internship base 
 Professional orientation 
 Supervisor 

TOPIC: 
Challenges of Internship Programs 

ROLES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) expressing the Provider viewpoint 
 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) expressing the University viewpoint by proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) expressing the Student viewpoint by proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint  
 University should provide knowledge that will be used in practice 
 The interns should not be assigned for routine work only 
 Creating the proper environment to work in the organization 
 Future perspectives  
 Employment perspective 
 Career development center where one can get information about internships 

in Georgia as well as abroad 
 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy  

 Lack of orientation 
 Lack of sufficient resources 
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 Protection of confidential information 
 Lack of organizational culture 
 Finding qualified staff 
 Ambitious staff and tension in relations between coworkers  
 Proper distribution of requirements 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy  
 Lack of resources 
 Attraction of companies 
 Career development center 
 Programs 
 Incompatibility within internship programs 
 Companies and general labor market 
 Lack of market 
 Influence of prestige 
 Lack of market demand 
 Not concluded memorandums 
 Staff training problem 

TOPIC:  
Potential Solutions to the Internship Program Challenges  

ROLES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint 
 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 

GROUP RESPONSES: 

 Orange Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Provider Viewpoint 
 Open house day 
 Transparent criteria 
 Well-functioning career development centers 
 Work for skills 
 Gain basic knowledge 

 Yellow Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the University Viewpoint by Proxy 
 Updating CVs 
 University chooses the focus 
 Establish contacts with interested parties 
 Make mutually concluded contracts 
 Inform students how they will be evaluated for an internship program 

 Green Group: Providers (GoG) Expressing the Student Viewpoint by Proxy 
 To work out flexible internship programs 
 Establish a working environment 
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 Active collaboration with the university 
 Conduct training 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Prior to implementation of the Methodology, participants received a questionnaire to 
complete.  The questionnaire and the responses (in parentheses) are provided below. 

Number of Attendees: (13)   Number of answered questionnaires: (13) 

The questionnaires were given to the representatives from the: Ministry of Justice, Academy 
of Ministry of Finance, “Georgian Railway” ltd, Ministry of Economy and sustainable 
development, Georgian National Tourism Agency, Georgian oil and gas corporation, NBG, 
Revenue Service, GNIA, Ministry of Sport and youth affairs, Ministry of Agriculture 

1. Does your organization offer internship opportunities to students? 
 Yes, regularly (6) 
 Yes, occasionally (5) 
 Only when we have vacancies 
 No (2) 

2. How does your organization find  interns when needed: 
 career service  or employment centers at the university (4) 
 personal contacts (1) 
 employment agencies 
 internship/job openings announced by the internship providers (e.g. posted on company 

websites,  other jobs‟ announcement sites, in newspapers) (5) 
 other (please indicate) (4) 

3. Does your organization have selection criteria for interns? 
 Yes (12) 
 No 
 I don‟t know  

4. If yes, what are the intern selection criteria for students/other interested persons?  
(Select all that apply) 

 Academic excellence(7) 
 Years in the university (6) 
 Level of motivation (7) 
 Recommendations of university/professors (4) 
 Previous experience (5) 
 Communication / Self presentation skills (6) 
 Discipline (5) 
 Other (4) 

5. What are the top 3 skills that an internship candidate should possess (other than profession 
related)?  
 Motivation (5) 
 Communication (5) 
 Punctuality (2) 
 Diligence 
 Self-presentation 
 Academic Excellence 
 Responsibility (3) 
 Adaptation skill 
 Team-work 
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6. Based on your experience, what is the most optimal duration for internship programs? 
 1 month 
 3 months (3) 
 6 months (10) 
 Other (1) 

7. Why are you interested in providing internship? 
 Free / low paid labor (2) 
 An effective recruiting tool (7) 
 Fresh ideas (6) 
 New technology and knowledge interns bring from academia (3) 
 Reduce cost in finding new talents (4) 
 Social responsibility (3) 
 Other (1) 

8. Would you compensate work of interns? 
 Yes (2) 
 Yes, If sufficient funds are available (2) 
 Case by case (2) 
 No (7) 

9. If yes, what would be the compensation range? 
 GEL 100 - 200 
 GEL 200 – 400 (3) 
 GEL 400  - 600 (2) 
 > 600  
Number of answered questions: (5)  

10. In your opinion, how successful is the internship practices at your organization? 
 Excellent (3) 
 Good (7) 
 Average 
 Poor 
 N/A (2) 

11. Please provide your suggestions on internship (use a back side of a paper if necessary) 
 We permanently develop the Internship Programs, because we realize that our students will 

be our colleagues in the future. That‟s why the system pits all the resources (financial and 
human) in developing and improving of internship model. 

 The project is very interesting. Inexperienced young people suggest fresh ideas. It‟s good if 
we utilize their energy and enthusiasm. The program has to provide trainings for them and it 
will increase its productivity. 

 The agency is going to hire some interns in the future and it seems that internship program is 
very important for the young, motivated people. 

EVALUATION 
Following implementation of the Methodology, participants were asked to evaluate the 
session.  The results are provided below. 
Evaluation of the “Government Providers” Focus Group 
Score Range: 
-2  to +2 

Meeting 
format 

Meeting 
subject 

How 
interesting 
was the 
meeting 

How useful will 
be the 
information 
gained at the 
meeting for 
your future 
activities 

Overall 
organization of 
the meeting 
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 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 
 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 
 +2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 +2 + 2 
 + 1 + 2 + 2 +1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 
 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
Average +1.76 + 2 +1.69 +1.53 +1.92 

Question 1: What additional topics would have been useful to be cover at the meeting and 
what should be included in the next similar event? 

 It would be interesting to discuss specific issues (1) 
 It would be interesting to have presentations about internship programs from private 

and state organizations (1)  
 Preparation of the database for the most popular professions (1) 
 Internship program models in other countries (1) 
 Discussion of legal issues (1) 
 No comments (8) 

Question 2: Do you have any suggestion or remarks concerning an improvement of the 
Meeting? 
 No comments (9) 
 It would be interesting  Organizing the simultaneous meeting for the 

employers, universities and students (4) 
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